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INVENTORY OF THE TOWN OP SWANZEY
Land and buildings, $1,374,019 00
Horses, 176, 11,040 00
Cows, 332, 21,855 00
Other neat stock, 64, 2,830 00
Sheep, 7, 42 00
Hogs, 45, 875 00
Fowls, 6,997, 7,838 00
Vehicles, 3, 200 00
Portable mills, 3, 300 00
Boats and launches, 20, 200 00
Wood, lumber, etc., 39,700 00
Gasoline pumps and tanks, 28, 4,200 00
Stock in trade, 118,250 00
Mills and machinery, 246,318 00
Polls, 1,016 at $2, $2,032 00
.National bank stock taxes, 39 00
$1,790,036 00
Total exclusive of soldiers' exemption, $1,790,036 00
Amount of taxes committed to collector, including
poll taxes and national bank stock taxes, $55,582 96
RESIDENT INVOICE OF THE TOWN OF SWANZEY
xkj, uoijl" i uoijdi.usoQ put Name Valu- Total
I«N\L -"FA 1 auiKN and Description ation Tax
Abare, Sylvanus, Poll 2.00 ings 2400 2400 74.00
Adams, Harry L. Allen, Mrs. John, Poll 2.00
Small house and Alywood, James, Poll
meadow 1000 Land and buildings
Soldier exempt 1000 600 600 20.00
Adams, Mrs. Harry L. Alywood, Mrs. James
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Adams, Harold, Poll 2.00 Amidon, George, Poll 2.00
Adams, Mrs. Harold Amidon, Mrs. George
Poll 2.00 Poll
Adams, Geo. R, Poll 3a land and build-
100a Ellis lot 1000 ings 1200 1200 38.00
45a Capron lot 400 Amidon, Perley, Poll 2.00
20a Sherman lot 400 Amidon, Mrs. Perley
2 Horses 50 Poll 2.00
6 Cows 450 Anstey, Mrs. Alfred
4 Neat Stock 190 2490 76.70 Poll
Adams, Mrs. George E. Land and buildings
Poll 2.00 2500 2500 77.00
Adams, Mrs. Emma S. Andrews, C. F., Poll
Est. 10a land and build-
47a land and ings 1500 1500 47.00
buildings 2800 Andrews, Mrs. C. F.
3a Meadow 50 2850 85.50 Poll 2.00
Aldrich, Francis, Poll 2.00 Applin, Charles Est.
Aldrich, Mrs. Francis 25a land and build-
Poll 2.00 ings 2000
Aldrich, Seth Poll Cottage 800 2800 84.00
Land and buildings Applin, Charles L.
1000 1000 32.00 Poll
Aldrich, Mrs. Seth 1 horse 50
Poll 2.00 Gasoline pump 150 200 8.00
Alexander, Walter Applin, Mrs. Charles
2a land and build- L., Poll 2.00
ings 1100 1100 33.00 Applin, William
Alexander, Mrs. Wal- 2a land and build-
ter, Poll 2.00 ings 1600 1600 48.00
Alexander, Samuel Applin, Miss Flora
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Allen, Leon, Poll Atwood, Herbert C.
l%a land and build- 20a land and build
ings 2000 2000 62.00 ings 1400
Allen, Mrs. Leon, Poll 2.00 1 horse 20
Allen, Charles, Poll 1 cow 35
Land and buildings 120 Fowls 138 1593 47.79
1600 1600 50.00 Atwood, Miss Kather-
Allen, Alice, Poll 2.00 ine, Poll 2.00
Allen, John, Poll Avery, Charles, Poll 2.00
7a land and build- l& Avery, Mrs. Charles
6
Name Valu- Total Name | Valu- | Total
and Description ation Tax and Description | ation | Tax
Poll Ballou, Unie, Poll
2a land and build- 20a farm land 400
ings 1900 1900 59.00 25a sprout land 600 1000 32.00
Avery, Ibie A. B. & Co. Barden, Charles A.
Stock in trade 700 700 21.00 100a land and build-
Avery, Dell Poll 2.00 ings 2400
Ballou, Edgar P,. Poll 2 Horses 50
l%a land and build- 4 Cows 240 2690 80.70
ings 2000 2000 62.00 Barden, Mrs. Charles
Ballou, Mrs. Edgar F. A., Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Barden, Donald
Ballou, George L., Poll Poll 2.00
50a Sprout land 550 Barden, James W.
10a stumpage 50 Soldier exempt
146a, % interest in Barden, Mrs. James
Whitcomb & Par- W., Poll 2.00
son lot 450 Land and buildings
%a land and build- 450
ings 1300 2350 72.50 Soldier's wife, ex-
Ballou, Mrs. George L. empt 450
Poll 2.00 Bardwell, Leon I., Poll
Ballou, Charles and 100a land and build-
George ings 2500
20a Frank Ballou 3 Horses 250
place 800 800 24.00 3 Cows 300 3050 93.50
Ballou, John Est. Bardwell, Mrs. Leon I.
125a land and build- Poll 2.00
ings 2800 2800 84.00 Bardwell, Geo. S., Poll
Ballou, Mrs. John F. Land and buildings
Poll 2.00 500
Ballou, Leon E., Poll %a land 350 850 27.50
69a land and build- Bardwell, Mrs. George
ings 6000 S., Poll 2.00
13a Sprout 160 Barlow, Mrs. Isaac
30a pine lot 2200 Poll
2 Cows 150
1
8510 257.30 Land and buildings
Ballou, Geo. O., Poll 1300 1300 41.00
56a land and build- Barlow, Fred, Poll
ings 2000 Land and buildings
40a Pasture 650 1800 1800 56.00
5a Meadow 50 Barlow, Mrs. Fred
1 Horse 25 2725 83.75 Poll 2.00
Ballou, Mrs, Geo. O., Barlow, Herman, Poll 2.00
Foil Barlow, Mrs. Herman
100a Sprout 800 800 26.00 Poll 2.00




Burnum lot 350 350 12.50 Poll 2.00
Baptist Church Inc. Bartlett, Raymond,
Land and store Poll
building 2400 %a land and build-
Fox house 1600 ings 1600
New house 1900 5900 177.00 Land and buildings
Name | Valu- | Total Name | Valu- | Total
and Description | ation | Tax and Description ation | Tax
1000 2600 80.00 Bishop, Mrs. Frank
Bartlett, Mrs. Ray- Poll 2.00
mond, Poll 2.00 Blake, Harold
Barton, Harold, Poll Land and buildings
Lot 43 P. G. P. and 1300
buildings 500 500 17.00 Land and barn 100
Barton, Mrs. Harold Soldier exempt 1000 400 12.00
Poll 2.00 Blake, Delbert, Poll
Barnard, Charles H. 12a Land and
Poll buildings 1500 1500 47.00
%a land and build- Blake, Mrs. Delbert
ings 2000 2000 62.00 Poll 2.00
Barnard, Mrs. Charles Blake, Ralph A.
H, Poll 2.00 Land and buildings
Bedaw, Wm. J., Poll 2.00 and 5a Handy lot
Bedaw, Mrs. Wm. J. 2500
Poll 2 Horses 125
Lots 1-2-4-3 with 13 Cows 1100
buildings at P. G. 6 Neat Stock 300
P. 900 900 29.00 Soldier exempt 1000 3025 90.75
BeDorr, Geo. H., Poll Blake, Mrs. Ralph A.
25a land and build- Poll 2.00
ings 1800 Blair, James
1 Horse 20 14a land and build-
1 Cow 70 ings 2000
450 Fowls 500 2390 73.70 1 Cow 50
BeDorr, Mrs. Geo. H. 362 Fowls 375
Poll 2.00 Soldier exempt 1000 1425 42.75
Belding, L. Lowell, Poll Blair, Harold, Poll 2.00
125a land and build- Blair, Mrs. Harold
ings 5500 Poll 2.00
31a Stone meadow Blair, Richard, Poll 2.00
1000 Blair, Mrs. Richard
15a Messier 600 Poll 2.00
3 Horses 225 Bradler, Homer
22 Cows 1450 Soldier
Stock in trade 200 8975 271.25 Bradley, Mrs. Homer
Bemis, Edwin E., Poll Poll 2.00
12a land and build- Blodgett, Hiland, Poll
ings 1800 Barden land and
2a Sprout land 60 buildings 400
1 Cow 35 1895 58.85 3a meadow 50
Bemis, Mrs. Edwin E. Part of Chenney
Poll 2.00 lot 50
Bemis, Clifton, Poll 2.00 Lot 92 P. G. P. 75 575 19.25
Binnette, Samuel, Poll 2.00 Blodgett, Jerry, Poll 2.00
Binnette, Mrs. Samuel Bogue, Leland, Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Bogue, Mrs. Leland,
Bishop, Wm., Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Bishop, Mrs. Wm., Poll 2.00 Bogue, Ida, Poll 2.00
36a land and build- Bolles, John, Poll
ings 2400 2400 74.00 20a land and build-
Bishop, Frank, Poll 2.00 ings 2000
8
Name Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
3 Cows 110 2110 65.30 house 900
Bolles, Mrs. John, Poll 2.00 la Carter lot 50
Bolles, Henry R., Poll 120a Field's lot 750
35a land and build- 2 Horses 125
ing 800 2 Cows 130
1 Horse 50 1 Vehicle 100
1 Cow 35 885 28.55 1 Portable mill 150
Bolles, Herman, Poll 2.00 2 Gas. Pumps 300
Bolles Bros. Stock in trade 500 5805 176.15
%a land and build- Bourne, Mrs. Edgar
ings 500 Poll 2.00
50a Pasture 750 Bouvier, Chas. A., Poll
130a Home place %a land and build-
3500 ings 1300
20a Bullard lot 50 Lots 62-68 P. G. P.
49a Pine lot 3700 8500 255.00 150 1450 45.50
Bolles, Ozro Bowen, Mrs. Benj.
%a land and build- y2 a land and build-
ing 1800 1800 54.00 ings 1500 1500 45.00
Bolles, Noyes, Poll 2.00 Boyer, Cleon E., Poll 2.00
Bolt, Charles, Poll Boyer, Mrs. Cleon E.
30a Calvin Hills Poll
Homestead 2800 Land and buildings
Cottage Wilson at Center 1750 1750 54.50
pond 700 Bourdon, Jason, Poll 2.00
109a Sprout land Bourdon, Mrs. Jason,
350 Poll 2.00
1 Horse 100 Bradbury, Leon, Poll 2.00
7 Cows 400 Brackett, Grace M.
12 Fowls 15 '4365 132.95 Poll 2.00
Bolt, Mrs. Chas., Poll 2.00 Brewer, Wm, Poll 2.00
Bourne, Oscar, Poll Brewer, Mrs. Wm., Poll 2.00
20a land and build- Brennan, Mrs. Zen-
ings at lake 6000 aide, Poll
Hill top camp 1500 Lots 54-55-56-57-59
150a Bourne home- and buildings 1300 1300 41.00
stead 4500 Brennan, Albert, Poll 2.00
Lots 10-11-12-14-27 Brennan, Mrs. Albert
Swanzey lake Poll 2.00
Heights and land Brewer, Edwin F., Poll
on lake 300 Land and buildings
1 Horse 50 1400 1400 44.00
20 Boats 200 12550 378.50 Brewer, Mrs. Edwin
Bourne, Lloyd, Poll F., Poll 2.00
Land and buildings Bridge, Roland, Poll
1350 1350 42.50 Land and buildings
Bourne, Mrs. Lloyd 1000 1000 32.00
Poll 2.00 Bridge, Mrs. Roland
Bourne, Edgar E., Poll Poll 2.00
45a land and build- Bridge, Roland, Poll
ings 2700 Land and buildings
7a Meadow 100 1000 1000 32.00
2a Meadow and ice Bridge, Mrs. Roland
Name Valu- | Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation ' Tax and Description ation Tax
Poll 2.00 Wayne, Poll 1 2.00
Brooks, John W., Poll 2.00 Butler, John, Poll 2.00
Brooks, Mrs. John W. Butler, Mrs. John, Poll
Poll Land and building
9% a land and build- 1600 1600 50.00
ings 1000 1000 32.00 Butler, L. A., Poll
Brough, Mrs. Olive E. 15a land and build-
%a land and build- ing 1600 1600 50.00
ings 1600 Bryne, James, Soldier
Soldier's widow ex- Byrne, Mrs. James
empt 1000 600 18.00 Poll 2.00
Brown, Fred R., Poll Butterfield, Andy
350a land and build- Two hen houses 300
ings 6600 Soldier exempt
2 Horses 175 Butterfield, Mrs. Andy
1 Cow 60 Poll 2.00
1000 Fowls 1250 8085 244.55 Burk, Roland, Poll
Brown, Mrs. Fred R. Land and buildings
Poll 2.00 150 150 6.50
Brown, H. W., Poll Burdett, Fred
Thompson cottage Two lots and build-
4500 ings on Sylvan
Redmond cottage Way 250 250 7.50
1300 Calkins, Wm., Poll 2.00
Redmond land 200 6000 182.00 Calkins, Mrs. Wm.
Brown, Mrs. H. W., Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Calkins, George, Poll
Brown, Gordon, Poll 2.00 Land and buildings
Brown, Sumner, Poll 2.00 250 250 9.50
Brownson, Miss Tam- Calkins, Mrs. George
ar, Poll Poll 2.0a
%a land and build- Calkins, Wm., Poll 2.00
ings 1400 1400 44.00 Calkins, Mrs. Wm.
Brown, Lester Poll 2.00
Building, stock in Calkins, Edward, Poll
trade 200 200 6.00 Building lot 100 100 5.00
Buchanan, Clarence Calkins, Oliver, Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Capron, Mrs. Ida
Buchanan, Mrs. Clar- Land and build-
ence, Poll 2.00 ings 2600
BufTum, Oliver T., Poll Wilson pasture 1550
35a land and build- Corey pasture 800 4950 148.50
ings 1000 Carter, Herbert A., Poll
1 Cow 50 2-3a land and build-
3 Neat Stock 115 ings 1000 1000 32.00
Meadow 35 1200 38.00 Carter, Mrs. Herbert
BufTum, Mrs. Oliver A., Poll 2.00
T., Poll 2.00 Carter, Herbert E.
BufTum, James O. la land and build-
Poll 2.00 ings 2000 2000 60.00
Burnham, Wayne Carter, H. C. & N. C.
Soldier 40a Gage lot 400











Carlton, Mark H., Poll
95a land and build-
ings 1800





















%a land and build-
ings 1400 1400 44.00
Chickering, Herman
Poll
3a land and build-































2 Neat Stock 80
1 Hog 15 425 14.75
Clark, Mrs. Grover
Poll 2.00
Cleary, Daniel C, Poll
4a land and build-
ings 750 750 24.50
Cleary, Mrs. Daniel
C, Poll 2.00
Clement, W. B., Poll
y2 a L. & B. 1050
2 Gas. Pumps 300
Stock in trade 600 1950 60.50
Clement, Mrs. W. B.
Poll 2.00
Cleveland, Rev. D. M.
L. & B. 2750 2750 82.50
Cleverly, Walter A.
Poll




L. &. B. 700 700 23.00
Coburn, Mrs. Elmer
Poll 2.00




2y2 a L. & B. 1800
20a wood lot 500 2300 69.00
Cole, Arthur R., Poll 2.00





Cole, Leslie P., Poll
4a L. &. B. 500 500 17.00
Cole, Eugene E., Poll 2.00
Cole, Benjamin, Poll 2.00
Cole, Mrs. Benjamin
Poll 2.00
Collier, Milo B., Poll
Lot 41 and % of 39
and buildings 1800 1800 56.00













Cobb, Charles A., Poll
L. & B. 1300







Cottage at lake 600





Conboy, Mrs. Geo., Poll
Colligan, Mrs. Jennie
Poll
L. & B. 600
Cornwell, Mrs. Robert
P., Poll




















4a land and build-
ings 1800
60a pasture 800






































Crouch, Chas. A., Poll
Land and buildings
1500
10a Dan Hill lot 300


























Stock in trade 450
Cram, Florence, Poll
Day, Walter E., Poll
3V2 a Salt box 2000
49% a Mead mead-
ow 1000



































Name | Valu- Total Name | Valu- | Total
and Description | ation Tax and Description ation | Tax
1000 lake 1925
1 Horse 25 V2 a Spring lot 100
2 Cows 120 5510 167.30 15a Faulkner lot 230
Day, Mrs. Walter E. 72a Field lot 600
Poll Mills and machin-
Draper place 700 700 23.00 ery 24000 41505 1247.15
Davis, Ralph, Poll 2.00 Dickinson, Mrs. Milan
Davis, Mrs. Ralph Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Dinigan, Mrs. Stella
Davis, A. K, Poll 2.00 Land and building
Davis, Mrs. A. E., Poll 2.00 850 850 27.50
Davis, Paul, Poll 2.00 Dinigan, Mikael, Poll 2.00
Davis, Mrs. Paul, Poll 2.00 Dodge Frank O., Poll
Dart, Mrs. Ann Land and buildings
Land and buildings 1000
3600 3600 108.00 1 Horse 50 1050 33.50
Denico, William, Poll Downing, Arlon, Poll
Land and buildings 140a land and build-
1600 ings 4000
1 Cow 85 1685 52.55 3 Horses 250
Denico, Mrs. Wm, Poll 2.00 8 Cows 600
Denico, Mrs. Frank 2 Neat Stock 90
Poll 2.00 192 Fowls 230 5170 157.10
Denico, Lucius, Poll 2.00 Downing, Mrs. Arlon
Denico, Mrs. Lucius Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Dubois, Joseph
Deering, Ernest, Sol- 12a land and build-
dier ings 1300
Dennis, J. A., Poll 749 Fowls 749
85a land and build- Soldier exempt 1000 1049 31.47
ings 2000 2000 62.00 Dubois, Mrs. Joseph
Dennis, Mrs. J. A., Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Delphy, Lewis A., Poll 2.00 Dudley, Mrs. Arthur
Dickinson, Joseph Poll
4a land and build- Land and buildings
ings 3500 2500 2500 77.00
60a Sprout and pas- Dudley, Arthur, Poll 2.00
ture 1000 4500 135.00 Dudley, Charles, Poll 2.00
Dickinson, Milan A. Durham, John, Poll 2.00
Poll Durham, Mrs. John
Store building 3000 Poll 2.00
Polander house 1000 Dunham, Ernest
Evans House 1100 11a tillage and
Taylor house 900 wood land 200
Boarding house 1400 3 Cows 180
Plank house 700 1 Neat Stock 45 425
Clark house 1600 Soldier exempt 425
Home place 3000 Dunham, Perry, Poll
IV2 a Evans land 525 29a land and build-
62a Olcott lot 1300 ings 1950
15a Pine and 2 Horses 75
Dickinson lot 125 1 Cow 50 2075 64.25




Name | Valu- | Total Name | Valu- Total
and Description | ation | Tax and Description | ation Tax
Poll 2.00 Verry lot 220 3220 98.60
Dunham, Harry L. Eastman, Mrs. Wm.
Land and buildings Poll 2.00
1000 Elery, Chester, Poll
Soldier exempt 1000 4a land and build-
Dunham, Mrs. Harry ings 2000
Poll 2.00 Greenhouse 600 2600 80.00
Dunham, Albert L. Elery, Mrs. Chester
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Dunham, Mrs. Albert Ellis, Mr. and Mrs.
L., Poll 2.00 John H.
Durant, Clesson J. 77a Home place 3000
Poll 175a Leonard place
Lot 4 on Meadow 1700
road 75 75 4.25 5 Cows 300
Durant, Mrs. Clesson 2 Horses 225
J., Poll 2.00 5 Neat Stock 200
Durland, W. O., Poll 2.00 4 Hogs 60
Durland, Mrs. W. O. 162 Fowls 202 5687 170.61
Poll 2.00 Ellis, Mrs. John H.
Dunn, Hamlin D., Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Dunn, Charles E., Poll Ellis, John H., Poll 2.00
95a land and build- Ellor, Leon C, Poll
ings 2500 10a land and build-
5a Kenney place 400 ings 1000 1000 32.00
1 Horse 70 Emerson, Harry, Poll
2 Cows 155 55a Cross place 700
1 Neat Stock 50 5a Collier place 900
163 Fowls 193 3368 103.04 3 Horses 150
Dunn, Mrs. Chas., Poll 2.00 2 Cows 100 1850 57.50
Dupee, Stephen, Poll 2.00 Emerson, Mrs. Harry
Dupee, Mrs. Stephen Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Emerson, Fred C, Poll
Duquette, Peter, Sol- 85a land and build-
dier ings 1300
Duquette, Mrs. Peter Meadow 100
Poll 2.00 1 Horse 20
Eames, Clarence J. 3 Cows 165
Land and buildings 1 Neat Stock 35 1620 50.60
1600 Emerson, Mrs. Fred
Stock in trade 500 2100 63.00 C, Poll 2.00
Earl Raymond, Poll 2.00 Emery Edgar C, Poll
Earl, Mrs. Raymond 90a land and build-
Poll 2.00 ings 1200
Eastman, Fleda 10a Hammond
Guardian sprout lot 50
2%a land, 2 houses Home place 4800
2600 2600 78.00 Carter lot 75
Eastman, Pleda, Poll 2.00 40a Caton lot 700 6825 206.75
Eastman, Vernon, Poll 2.00 Emery, Mrs. Edgar C.
Eastman, Wm, Poll Poll 2.00
Land and buildings Emery, Norris, Poll 2.00
3000 Emery, Mrs. Norris
14
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- | Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ' ation ] Tax
PoU 2.00 Faulkner, A. G. & F. S.
1
Emery, Bert, Poll Cutler place 4700
la Home place 2200 15a Cemetery lot 150
2 small houses 1200 35a Chamberlain lot
Grover place 250 365
New house 850 19a Thompson lot 75 5290 158.70
Seaver shanty 100 Faulkner, F. S.
Garage 100 35a Foster lot 300
1 Horse 25 4725 143.75 15a Rixford lot 100 400 12.00
Emery, Mrs. Bert, Poll 2.00 Farr, Lottie, Poll 2.00
Emery Forest, Poll Fay, Fred H.
Land and buildings 5a land and build-
1500 1500 47.00 ings 2500
Emery, Mrs. Forest 1 Horse 25
Poll 2.00 1 Cow 55 2580 77.40
Evans, Wm. J., Poll Farnum, Wm., Poll 2.00
5a land and build- Farnum, Mrs. Wm.
ings 1600 Poll 2.00
1 Cow 70 1670 52.10 Fantt, Amanda, Poll
Evans, Mrs. Wm. J. Cottage at Swanzey
Poll 2.00 lake 2600 2600 80.00
Fassett, Warren H. Fields, Frank, PoU 2.00
Poll Fields, Mrs. Frank
60a 1-3 of Fassett Poll 2.00
Place 600 Featherstone, Harry
Small house 600 30a land and build-
1 Horse 100 1300 41.00 ings 2000
Fassett, Mrs. Warren 3a land and build-
H, Poll 2.00 ings 1000
Faulkner, Lester Soldier exempt 1000 2000 60.00
Land and buildings Featherstone, Mrs.
500 500 Harry, Poll 2.00
Soldier exempt Fisher, Moran. Poll
Faulkner, Mrs. Lester 127a land and build-
Poll 2.00 ings 1750 1750 54.50
Faulkner, Almon S. Fisher, Mrs. Moran
Poll Poll 2.00
2a Fields lot 80 Fitzgerald, T. J. Est.
2 Horses 50 60a land and biuld-
3 Cows 150 280 10.40 ing 2500
Faulkner, Elizabeth 1 Horse 100
Est. 1 Cow 60 2660 79.80
65a Home place 2600 2600 78.00 Fitzgerald, Dora, PoU 2.00
Faulkner, Mrs. Arvilla Fitzgerald, Laura. Poll 2.00
PoU Fitzgerald, Vincent
8a Stowell lot 310 Soldier
20a French lot 350 Flagg, Merton, Poll 2.00
10a Faulkner lot 210 Flagg, Merell, Poll 2.00
13a Faulkner lot 110 980 31.40 Flagg, M. E., Poll 2.00
Faulkner, Olive, Poll Flagg, Mrs. M. E.
Hewes house 450 450 15.50 PoU 2.00
Faulkner, Beatrice Flagg, Albert C„ Poll 2.00

















Floria, Mrs. John, Poll
Forsythe, John W.
Poll
Forsythe, Mrs. J. W.
Poll
J/4a land and build-
ings 900
Forsythe, Fred, Poll






17a land and build-
ings 2500
4 Gas. pumps 600














Frieze, Mrs. Gus, Poll
Frieze, Fred, Poll




Foster, Mrs. Fred, Poll


















































1 Cow 75 125 5.75
Gardner, Mrs. Clar-
ence, Poll 2.00
Gardner, Archie, Poll 2.00
Garno, Alfred, Poll 2.00
Garno, Mrs. Alfred
Poll 2.00









12a Land and build-
ings 1000
8a Meadow 25 1025 32.75
Gately, Maud E. and
Fred J.




2 Gas. pumps 300
Stock in trade 250 1550 46.50
Gately, Maude E., Poll 2.00
Girard, Victor, Poll 2.00
Girard, Mrs. Victor
Poll 2.00
Girard, Chester, Poll 2.00











30a Harper land 305




Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
70a land and build- 1 Horse 100 100 5.00
ings 2200 2200 68.00 Goodhue, Mrs. Emma
Golden Rod Grange %a land and build-
y2 & land and build- ings 1500 1500 45.00
ings 1600 1600 48.00 Goodnow, Geo. L.
Goodell, Carroll, Poll 2.00 40a Oakman place
Goodell, Mrs. Carroll 2000
Poll 2.00 1 Horse 25
Goodell, Morton, Poll 2 Cows 120
78a land and build-
'
1 Neat Stock 45
ings 2300 41 Fowls 51
2 Cows 120 Soldier exempt 1000 1241 37.23
2 Gas. pumps 300 Goodnow, Mrs. Geo.
Stock in trade 300 3020 92.60 L., Poll 2.00
Goodell, Mrs. Morton Green Mineral Paste
Poll 2.00 Co.
Goodell, J. Wyman 4a land and build-
Land and buildings ings 5800
700 70U 21.00 1 Horse 50
Goodell, Maurice, Poll Stock in trade 2800 8650 259.50
1 Horse 25 Granger, Wm., Poll
2 Cows 90 115 5.45 Land and buildings
Goodell, Mrs. Maurice 2000 2000 62.00
Poll Granger, Mrs. Wm.
Land and buildings Poll 2.00
1200 1200 38.00 Green, Frank, Poll 2.00
Goodell, Fred, Poll Green, Mrs. Frank
Land and buildings Poll 2.00
300 Grogan, Richard A.
Pine lot 900 1200 38.00 Poll
Goodell, Mrs. Fred %a land and build-
Poll ings 1400 1400 44.00
Land and buildings Grogan, Mrs. Richard
Taft place 1500 1500 47.00 A., Poll 2.00
Goodell, Clifford, Poll Grogan, Daniel, Est.
106a land and build- Land and buildings
ings 1500 1800
60a Handy lot 700 50a Pine lot 1500 3300 99.00
10a Meadow 150 Grogan, Mrs. Daniel
16a Ballou sprout Poll 2.00
lot 50 Grogan, Mrs.Margaret
4a Harlow lot 50 Land and buildings
3 Horses 175 2000 2000 60.00
16 Cows 640 Grogan, Kenneth, Poll 2.00
2 Neat Stock 60 Grogan, Reginald, Poll 2.00
7 Sheep 42 Grogan, Eileen, Poll
6 Hogs 120 3487 106.61 Lots 1-2-3 Swanzey
Goodell, Mrs. Clifford lake heights 85 85 4.55
Poll 2.00 Grogan, Eleanor, Poll 2.00
Gerald, Fred, Poll 2.00 Grogan, D. Gregory
Gerald, Mrs. Fred PoU
Poll 2.00 Garage and coal
Gilpin, W. H., Poll shed 175
17
Name 1 Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description | ation Tax and I )r.sriipt ion ation Tax
Stock in trade 1000 1175 37.25 1 Horse 20
Grover, Louis, Poll 4 Cows 230
Land and buildings 2 Neat Stock 95
500 125 Fowls 125
1 Horse 20 520 17.60 Soldier wife ex-
Grover, Mrs. Louis empt 1000 1975 61.25
Poll 2.00 Hale, Edwin, Soldier
Grover, Ben, Poll 2.00 exempt
Grover, Ernest, Poll 2.00 Hall, Wm. C, Poll
Grover, Mrs. Ernest Land and buildings
Poll 2.00 3000 3000 92.00
Grover, John, Poll 2.00 Hall, Mrs. Wm. C, Poll 2.00
Guyette, Joe, Poll Haley, Mrs. Zaichel
Land and buildings Poll
700 Building lot Swanzey
Cummings lot 750 1450 45.50 lake 150 150 6.50
Hackler, J. M. Haley, Irene, Poll 2.00
Soldier exempt Hastings, John, Poll 2.00
Hackler, Mrs. J. M. Handy. Frank
Poll Land and buildings
114a land and build- 4000
ings 4500 1 Horse 20
2 Horses 120 8 Cows 600
3 Cows 210 4 Neat Stock 185 4805 144.15
Soldiers' wife ex- Handy, Edgar
empt 1000 3830 116.90 Land and buildings
Hall, George, Poll 2.00 2200
Hall, Mrs. Geo., Poll 2.00 1 Horse 25
Hale, Walter, Poll 2 Cows 120 2345 70.35
70a land and build- Handy, Geo. L., Poll
ings 1700 Land and buildings
3 Horses 225 Lots 23-27 600 600 20.00
8 Cows 500 Handy, Mrs. Geo. L.
12a Willis lot 150 Poll 2.00
12a Pasture 200 Handy, James
31a Whitcomb 800 Home place 2350
80a Whitcomb lot %a land 150
900 12a Marcy land 100
14a Sprout land 235 5a Bennett lot 250
10a Nelson lot 100 Whitcomb house
Small cottage 200 5010 152.30 2000
Hale, Mrs. Walter 50a Moore lot 1500 6350 190.50
Poll 2.00 Handy, Wayland, Poll
Hale, John, Poll Land and buildings
%a Blacksmith 1400 1400 44.00
house 350 350 12.50 Handy, Mrs. Wayland
Hale, Mrs. John, Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Hale, Mrs. Edwin, Poll Handy, Miss Ivah
75a land and build- Poll 2.00
ings 1800 Hanna, Edward J.
16a Sprout lot 80 Poll 2.00
25a Pasture 600 Hanna, Mrs. Edward
la Meadow 25 J., Poll 2.00
18
Name Valu- | Total Name Valu- | Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation | Tax
Hanrahan, John, Poll James Ware pasture
Land and buildings 700
2200 2200 68.00 24a Whitcomb lot
Hanrahan, Mrs. John 550
Poll 2.00 12a Verry lot 400
Hanrahan, Walter 30a Eaton lot 350
Land and buildings 3 Horses 75
1100 13 Cows 910 5385 163.55
Soldier exempt 1000 100 3.00 Harvey, Mrs. Orrin
Hanrahan, Mrs. Wal- Poll
ter, Poll 2.00 Land and buildings
Hanrahan, Thomas, 1800 1800 56.00
Est. Haskell, Andrew
140a land and build- Land and buildings
ings 2500 1300
2 Cows 120 12a wood lot 100 1400 42.00
2 Neat Stock 80 2700 81.00 Haskell, George
Hanrahan, James Stone meadow 100
1 Cow 65 65 Lot 78 P. G. F. 75 175 5.25
Soldier exempt 65 Haselton, Ernest
Hanrahan, Mrs. James Land and buildings
Poll 2.00 250 250
Hanrahan, Chas. Est. Soldier exempt
50a land and build- Haselton, Mrs. Ernest
ings 1800 Poll 2.00
100a Timber lot 750 2550 76.50 Hartnett, John, Poll 2.00
Hanrahan Kathryn Heath, Ralph E., Poll
Poll 2.00 Land and building
Hanrahan, Martin 550 550 18.50
Poll 2.00 Heath, Mrs. Ralph E.
Harris, Mrs. Edwin J. Poll 2.00
Poll Hebert, Theodore
Land and buildings Land and buildings
2200 800 800
Lots 73-75 P. G. P. Soldier exempt 800
150 2350 72.50 Hebert, Mrs. Theodore
Harris, Lester, Poll Poll 2.00
Land and buildings Hewes, Walter
1750 1750 54.50 38a land and build-
Harris, Mrs. Lester ings 3000
Poll 2.00 16a Houghton lot
Harris, Franklin, Poll 2.00 100
Harvey, Walter E. New house 1900
55a land and build- 1 Horse 25
ings 3000 3000 90.00 2 Cows 185
Harvey, Lester H. 300 Fowls 375 5585 167.55
Poll Hewes, Chas., Poll 2.00
1 Horse 75 Hewes, Phoebe, Est.
1 Cow 45 Land and buildings
87 Fowls 108 228 8.84 2800
Harvey, Orrin, Poll Part of Goodell
Land and buildings farm 500
2400| Land in District
|
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No. 8 25 2 V2 a Taylor land 50
Bears Den lot 200 3525 105.75 10a Richardson
Hewett, Mrs. Grace land 150
Poll 1 Horse 25
2a Land and build- 1 Cow 55 3280 100.40
ings 3300 Hinds, Mrs. Winfred
12a Spring lot 580 Poll 2.00
30a Perham lot 500 4380 133.40 Holbrook, Leonard
Higgins, George, Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Higgins, Mrs. George Holbrook, Dr. George
Poll 2.00 Poll
Higgins, Wm., Poll 35a land and build-
Land and buildings ings 2200 2200 68.00
700 Holbrook, Mrs. George
Leonard meadow 200 Poll 2.00
Emery land 75 Holbrook, Mrs. Abida
l%a meadow 25 138a land and build-
3 Horses 125 ings and French
1 Cow 70 lot 2350
3 Hogs 60 1255 39.65 24a Hammond
Higgins, Mrs. William and Garage lot
Poll 2.00 330
Higgins, Alva, Poll 2 Cows 120 2800 84.00
Land and buildings Holbrook, Wayne, Poll
'"
1200 1200 38.00 y2 a Read lot 10
Higgins, Mrs. Alva 1 Horse 25
Poll 2.00 4 Cows 240 275 10.25
Higgins, Frank, Poll 2.00 Holbrook, Herbert
Higgins, Mrs. Frank Poll
Poll 2.00 Land and buildings
Hildreth, Wm., Poll 2.00 3500 3500 107.00
Hildreth, Mrs. Wm. Holbrook, Mrs. Her-
Poll 2.00 bert, Poll 2.00
Hill, Edwin A., Poll Holbrook, Mrs. Arthur
15a land and build- Poll
ings 1950 Land and buildings
2 gasoline pumps 1900
300 2250 69.50 17a Sprout land 500
Hill, John, Poll Soldier's wife ex-
2 Cows 110 empt 1000 1400 44.00
27 Fowls 33 143 6.29 Holbrook, Arthur Sol-
Hill, Mrs. John, Poll 2.00 dier
Hills, Clifton, Poll 2.00 Holbrook, Bertha, Poll 2.00
Hills, Laura Mrs. Holbrook, Lewis, Poll 2.00
Land and buildings Holbrook, Frank, Est.
1800 4a land and build-
5a meadow 50 1850 55.50 ings 2200
Hinds, Calvin, Poll 50a Wood lot 700
Church bldg. 1000 1000 32.00 Meadow 25 2925 87.75
Hinds, Mrs. Calvin Holbrook, Lee, Poll
Poll 2.00 4a Mowing 300
Hinds, Winifred, Poll 2 Horses 80 380 13.40
Home place 3000 Holbrook, Geo., Est.
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90a land and build- Howes, William, Poll 2.00
ings 2200 Howard, Samuel, Poll
40a Bullard lot 200 Land and buildings
40a V2 Stratton lot 2800 2800 86.00
300 Howard, Mrs. Samuel
16a Collier lot 150 2850 85.50 Poll 2.00
Holbrook, Chas., Poll Howard, George, Poll 2.00
12a Sprout land 35 35 3.05 Hudson, Lottie May
Homestead Woolen Lot 1-3-4 and Cot-
Mills Inc. tage 1000
Peabody place 3800 Lot at Spragueville
Redmond 1300 100
Lally land 600 Garage 300 1400 42.00
1 Horse 75 Hake, Roger, Poll 2.00
Stock in trade 50000 Hake, Mrs. Roger
Mills & mach. 50000 105775 3173.25 Poll 2.00
Hopkins, Dr. A. W. Ide, William, Poll
Poll Land and buildings
Home place 2600 1600 1600 50.00
Snow place 1100 Ide, Mrs. Wm„ Poll 2.00
Capron cottage 850 Jackman, Florence
7a Meadow 225 M., Poll 2.00
Stock in trade 200 4975 151.25 Jackson, Frank, Poll 2.00
Hopkins, Mrs. A. W. Jackson, Mrs. Frank
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Hopkins, Frank A. James, Mrs. Annie
Poll 75a land and build-
12a land and build- ings 1700
ings 2200 2200 68.00 1 Horse 20
Hopkins, Mrs. Frank 1 Cow 40 1760 52.80
A., Poll 2.00 James, George, Poll 2.00
Hornig, G. H., Poll James, Mrs. George
10a land and build- Poll 2.00
ings 3000 Jardine, James, Poll
Road side store 700 80a land and build-
Small cottage 700 ings 3300
6 Camps and gar- 3 Horses 160
age 300 6 Cows 420 3880 118.40
2 gasoline pumps 300 Jardine, Mrs. James
Stock in trade 200 5200 158.00 Poll 2.00
Hornig, Mrs. G. H. JefTery, Ambrose
Poll 2.00 7a Land and build-
Houran, D. F., Poll ings 1600 1600 48.00
%a home place 2500 JefTery, Mrs. Ambrose
House and store Poll 2.00
W. Swanzey 2500 5000 152.00 JefTery, Miss Beatrice
Houran, Mrs. D. F. Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Jefts, Lillian M„ Poll
Howard, Mrs. John Land and buildings
Land and buildings 2000
2400 Stock in trade 500 2500 77.00
Land and buildings Jeffs, Eddie, Soldier
1500 3900 117.00 Jeffs, Mrs. Eddie, Poll 2.00
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Jewel, Peter 300
Land and buildings Stock in trade 100 2350 72.50
on lot 93 P. G. P. Kenney, Ira, Jr., Poll 2.00
250 Kenney, Albert, Poll
Lot part of Read Land and buildings
property 100 350 10.50 250
Johnson, Harry Building lots 50 300 11.00
5a mowing land , Kenney, Mrs. Albert
Edwards lot 400 400 Poll 2.00
Soldier exempt 400 Keith, Mrs. M. M.
Johnson, Wm, Poll Poll
10a land and build- Land and buildings
ings 1800 2000 2000 62.00
1 Horse 25 Kelly, Carl, Soldier
4 Cows 275 Land and buildings
125 Fowls 156 2256 69.68 1400
Johnson, Mrs. William Exempt 1000 400 12.00
Poll 2.00 Kelly, Mrs. Carl, Poll 2.00
Johnson Nathan, Poll 2.00 Kelly, John, Poll 2.00
Johnson, Mrs. Hattie Kennedy, Mrs. Joseph
Poll Poll 2.00
Land and buildings Kennedy, Robert, Poll 2.00
700 Kennedy, Mrs. Robert
1 Horse 25 725 23.75 Poll 2.00
Johnson, Mrs. Nellie Kempton, George A.
Poll 2.00 Poll
Johnson, Norris, Poll 2.00 70a land and build-
Johnson, Raymond ings 1900
Poll 2.00 2 horses 50 1950 60.50
Johnson, Carl, Poll 2.00 Kempton, Mrs. George
Johnson, Irene, Poll 2.00 A., Poll 2.00
Jordon, Clement, Poll Kershaw, Joseph, Poll 2.00
Cottage at Wilson Kershaw, Mrs. Joseph
Pond 400 400 14.00 Poll 2.00
Kendrick, Herbert Kerr, Rev. Archibald
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Kenney, Geo. T., Poll Kerr, Mrs. Archi-
2 lots 58-60 and bald, Poll 2.00
buildings 1150 1150 36.50 Kimplen, Albon, Poll 2.00
Kenney, Mrs. Geo. T. Kimplen, Mrs. Albon
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Kenney, Ira, Sr., Poll Kingsbury, Chester E.
|
5a land and build- Poll
ings 1000 1000 32.00 Lots 5-6-7-8 and
Kenney, Mrs. Ira, Sr. buildings 850 850 27.50
Poll 2.00 Kingsbury, Mrs. Ches-
Kenney, Mrs. Ira, Jr. ter E., Poll 2.00
Poll Kingsbury, Fred, Poll 2.00
2a L. & B. 2 houses Kingsbury, Mrs. Fred
1300 Poll 2.00
Garage 500 Kingsbury, Harry F.
Building lots 150 Poll 2.00
2 Gasoline pumps Kingman, Homer, Poll
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2a land and build- 80a land and build-
ings 1800 ings 1800 1800 54.00
1 Cottage 400 2200 68.00 Lane, Chester E., Poll
Knapp, W. F. Mrs. Land and buildings
Foil 1200 1200 38.00
Land and buildings Lane Kenneth P.
1400 1400 44.00 Poll 2.00
Knapp, W. F., Poll 2.00 Lane, Zora, Poll 2.00
Lebeau, Lewis, Poll Lamphrey, Vivian, Poll 2.00
la land and build- Lamphrey, Pauline
ings 650 650 21.50 Poll 2.00
Labeau, Mrs. Lewis Lane C. L. and
Poll 2.00 Raymond
Labounty, Edward 54a Thurber lot 1000 1000 30.00
Poll Lane, Raymond
Land and buildings Soldier
on lot 40% -39 1200 Land and buildings
Lot north of house 3500
100 1300 41.00 64a Shoddy place
Labounty, Mrs. Ed- 600
ward, Poll 2.00 12a Sprout land 120
Ladd, Mrs. Emma 49a Wright place 470
Poll 2.00 30a Fuller land 140
Lafound, James, Poll 2.00 Soldier exempt 1000 3830 114.90
Lafound, Mrs. James Lane, Mrs. Raymond
Poll Poll 2.00
Land and buildings Lane, Mrs. C. L., Poll 2.00
1800 1800 56.00 Lane, C. L.
Lafound, Frederick 190a land and build-
Poll 2.00 ings 7000
LaFountain, Andrew 11 Horses 1050
Land and buildings 3 Cows 180
1600 4 Neat Stock 160
2% a mowing 300 Stock in trade 8000
9a Wilson pasture 75 Mills and ma-
Barn and land 100 2075 62.25 chinery 9000
Lafountain, John, Foil 103a Oliver lot 1250
Land and buildings 5a Stone lot 50
1000 1000 32.00 100a Bullard lot 1000
Lafountain, Mrs. Al- 40a Howes lot 200
bert, Poll 2.00 5 houses at E.
LaFontaine, Howard Swanzey 4400
!
35a George Capron 4a F. Read lot 600
place 2200 58a H. Taylor lot 750
1 Horse 35 100a Holbrook
Soldier exempt 1000 1235 37.05 lot 1200
LaFountaine, Mrs. 38a Goodnow and
Howard, Poll 2.00 Taft lot 200
Lamphrey, John E. 74a Williams lot
Poll 2.00 (Classified) 296
Lamphrey, Mrs. John 17a Ramsdell lot 35
E., Poll 2.00 16a Hale & Lane
Lane, Mrs. Susan ball grounds 400
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Shed and store 60a Blake lot 150 51721 1551.63
house 1250 Lane, C. L., R. L. and
29a Bidwell lot 145 K. P.
14a Plain lot 225 95a Nancy Hale
126a Bailey lot 600 lot 300
40a Bullard lot 250 90a Don Taft lot
15a Minetz lot 2200
(Classified) 60 30a Holbrook lot 200
50a Troy Hill lot 98a Murphy lot 600
250 85a Wilcox lot 800 4100 123.00
60a Murphy lot 400 Lahiff, Dan, Poll 2.00
20a L. A. Fuller Lambert, Wilfred, Poll 2.00
lot 200 Lambert, Mrs. Wilfred
90a Herbert Lane Poll 2.00
lot 210 Lamotte, Eugene, Poll 2.00
40a M. C. Stone Lamotte, Mrs. Eugene
lot 150 Poll 2.00
20a S. S. Lane Laprise, Joseph, Poll 2.00
lot 160 Landers, Edward, Poll 2.00
76a Heart lot 315 Landers, Mrs. Edward
90a Jackson lot 550 1 Poll 2.00
60a Aldrich lot 635 Laplant, Ernest, Poll 2.00
20a L. Stone lot 100 Laplant, Mrs. Ernest
40a Ramsdell lot 750 Poll 2.00
10a Banks lot 100 Laplant, Mrs. Eugene
31a Streeter Poll 2.00
Meadow and Laplant, Eugene, Poll
shed 900 Land and build-
125a Ball Hill ings small
lot 1000 Dolby house 350 350 12.50
38a Willis lot 200 Lapoint, Louis, Poll
365a B. Read Lots 74-76 and
lot 3000 buildings 1475 1475 46.25
160a Chaney Lapoint, Mrs. Louis
Stone lot 700 Poll 2.00
66a Read and Laselle, Henry, Poll
Hale lot 500 Lots 60-99 and
32a Stone & B. buildings 500 500 17.00
Read lot 150 Laselle, Mrs. Henry
38a Lane lot 200 Poll 2.00
45a Fletcher lot 200 Lawrence, Horace B.
17a Graves lot 200 Poll
30a Parson lot 200 24a land and
20a Eames lot 150 buildings 2800
25a Whitcomb and 1 Horse 25
Lane lot 125 4 Cows 250 3075 94.25
56a Downing lot 175 Lawrence, Mrs. Horace
24a W. Whitcomb Poll 2.00
Meadow lot 200 Lawrence, Hubbard
Welcome cottage Poll
150 Land and buildings
New house 400 500 500 17.00




Valu- | Total Name Valu-
I
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bard, Poll 2.00 Lincoln, Mrs. Rosie
Lawrence, Chas., Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Lawrence, Mrs. Chas. Little, Joseph, Poll
Poll 2.00 Land and buildings
Lebouiveau, Ellery 1300
Land and buildings 15a Sprout lot 150 1450 45.50
1000 1000 30.00 Little, Mrs. Joseph
Lebouiveau, Mrs. El- Poll 2.00
lery, Poll 2.00 Little, Peter, Poll 2.00
Leonard, Henry Lodberg, Ernest, Poll
Land and buildings Land and buildings
1300 1300 39.00 2100 2100 65.00
Leonard, Mrs. Henry Lodberg, Mrs. Ernest
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Leonard Clesson, Poll Long, L. F., Poll
6a land and la Land and shop
buildings 300 400 400 14.00
Cottage 150 450 15.50 Long, Mrs. L. F., Poll
Leonard, Mrs. Clesson iy2 a Land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 1200 1200 38.00
Leonard, Ray, Poll Lounders, Wm., Poll 2.00
iy2 a land and Lounders, Mrs. Wm.
buildings 1600 Poll 2.00
1 Horse 50 1650 51.50 Lowell, Carl, Poll
Leonard, Mrs. Ray Lots 29-31 and
Poll buildings 700 700 23.00
%a land and barn Lowell, Mrs. Carl, Poll 2.00
150 150 6.50 Lowney, James, Poll 2.00
Lewis, Herman, Poll Lowney, Mrs. James
40a land and Poll 2.00
buildings 900 900 29.00 Lysette, Mrs. J. J., Poll
Lewis, Mrs. Herman Hotel property 4000 4000 122.00
Poll 2.00 Lorette, Phelix, Soldier
Lewis, Mrs. Albert Lorette, Mrs. Phelix
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Lewis, Fred, Poll 2.00 MacWha, Aubrey, Poll 2.00
Leslie, Mrs. Chas. MacWha, Mrs. Aubrey
Poll Poll
Land and buildings Lot 71 and
1100 1100 35.00 buildings 1075 1075 34.25
Lee, Everett, Poll 2.00 Marsh, Mrs. Amasa
Lee, Mrs. Everett Poll
Poll 2.00 Land and buildings
Lincoln, Frank L. 1250
Poll 20a Bullard lot 200
la land and 14a Cummings
buildings 1800 1800 56.00 lot 135
Lincoln, Mrs. Frank 35a Eaton lot 655
L., Poll 2.00 Store house 100 2340 72.20
Lincoln, Leroy, Poll 2.00 Marsh, Leon C, Poll 2.00
Lincoln, Fred., Est. Marsh, John, Poll 2.00
Land and buildings Marsh, Mrs. John
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Martin, Hilda, Poll 2.00 2 Horses 50
Marcotte, Clara 1 Cow 35
Land and buildings Soldier exempt 1000 1085 32.55
250 250 7.50 Morris, Mrs. Bernice
Mason, Mary, Poll K., Poll 2.00
Cottage at Swanzey Morse, Roland, Poll 2.00
lake 800 800 26.00 Morse, Mrs. Roland
Maxfield, Kenneth Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Morse, Carrol, Poll 2.00
McGrath, Fred, Poll Morse, Albert, Poll 2.00
6a L. & B. 500 500 17.00 Moran, Daniel, Poll 2.00
McGrath, Mrs. Fred Merrett, Arthur, Poll. 2.00
Poll 2.00 Moriarty, John, Poll 2.00
McKellips, Miss Cora Murphy, Dan, Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Murry, Louis, Poll
Mclntyre, Wm„ Poll Land and buildings
Land and building 1600 1600 50.00
2000 Murry, Mrs. Louis
1 Horse 30 Poll 2.00
1 Cow 35 Murray, Harold, Poll 2.00
6a Mineral spring Murray, Mrs. Harold
meadow 100 Poll 2.00
8a Foster meadow Myers, John A.
100 35a land and
3a Page meadow 50 buildings 900
4y2 a Ellis meadow 1 Cow 65 965 28.95
50 2365 72.95 Myers, Mrs. John A.
McCurdy, Frank, Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
McGuire, Ida, Poll 2.00 Myers, Harriet S.
Metevier, A. J., Poll
48a Land and 21a land and
buildings 2400 buildings 1800
Hardy lot 200 22a Meadow 250
Soldier exempt 1000 1600 48.00 50 Fowls 62 2112 65.36
Metivier, Mrs. A. J. Myers, Miss Jennie
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Melvin, Wm, Poll 2.00 Nallett, Joseph, Poll
Melvin, Mrs. Wm., Poll 2.00 Land and buildings
Miller, Chas. H., Poll 2.00 600
Miller, Mrs. Charles 3a land near Pyth-
H., Poll 2.00 ian pasture 250
Miner, Everett, Poll 2.00 49a land between
Merrell, M. L., Soldier Brown and
Merrell, Mrs. M. L. Fitzgerald 250
Poll 2.00 1 Cow 75 1175 37.25
Mallat, Robert, Poll Nallett, Mrs. Joseph
Land and buildings Poll 2.00
1600 1600 50.00 Nash, C. R., Poll 2.00
Mallat, Mrs. Robert Nash, Orsamus, Poll
Poll 2.00 la land and
Morris, Bernice K. buildings 2800





3a Snow land 250




Nash, Mrs. Bay, Poll
Nash, Eddie, Poll
House on lot 14 2500






Nash, Wm. R, Poll
Land and buildings
1900
Nash, Mrs. Wm. E.
Poll
Nash, Don O., Poll
Land and buildings
1800












Newell, James G., Poll
*2a Land and
buildings 700











40a Starkey lot 300
37a Wilcox lot 100
27V2 a Talbot lot 300







































20a Bellows lot 210







































66a Ball lot 1150
100a Twitchell lot
1900
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Poll Land and buildings
Land and building Summer store 300
2300 2 Gasoline pumps
12a wood lot 315 300 1400 42.00
Stock in trade 3000 5615 170.45 Page, Mrs. Robert
Oakman, Mrs. Frank Poll 2.00
B., Poll 2.00 Page, Felix, Poll 2.00
O'Brien, Carl, Poll 2.00 Palmer, Geo., Poll
O'Brien, Mrs. Carl Land and buildings
Poll 2.00 500 500 17.00
Oliver, Charles, Poll 2.00- Parker, George
Oliver, Mrs. Charles %a land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 1300
Oliver, Gilbert, Poll 2.00 Mills and ma-
Oliver, Mrs. Gilbert chinery 200 1500 45.00
Poll 2.00 Parker, Mrs. Geo.
Olmstead, Westley Poll 2.00
Poll Pasno, Walter, Poll 2.00
Land and Parsno, Mrs. Walter
buildings 1200 1^00 38.00 Pell 2.00
Olmstead, Mrs. West- Patnode, Joseph W.
ley, Poll 2.00 Poll
Olsson, Nils, Soldier Land and buildings
Cottage at lake 600 1000 1000 32.00
Soldier exempt 600 Patnode, Joseph A.,
Olsson, Mrs. Nils Jr., Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Patnode, Mrs. Joseph
Page, Mrs. Felix, Poll 2.00 A., Jr., Poll 2.00
Page, Leander, Poll Patnode, Fred
150a land and Land and buildings
buildings 10000 2450
60a Hall pasture 800 1 Horse 75 2525 75.75
25a Wilcox and Patnode, Charley, Poll 2.00
Wilber meadow Paquette, Marie, Poll 2.00
275 Paquette, Mrs. Marie
5a Richardson Poll 2.00
meadow 100 Paquette, Joe, Poll 2.00
5a Taft meadow Paquette, Arthur, Poll 2.00
50 Peck, Wm, Poll 2.00
Cummings Gravel Peck, Mrs. Wm., Poll
bank 350 1-3 Fassett Est. 600 600 20.00
10a Butler lot 75 Pelkey, Wm., Est.
7a Blake lot 75 2a land and
Cottage at Wilson buildings 700 700 21.00
pond . 450 Pelkey, Mrs. Wm., Poll 2.00
7 Horses 500 Pelkey, Selina, Poll 2.00
25 Cows 2000 Pellitier, L. A., Poll
2 Neat stock 100 la land and
6 Hogs 120 14895 248.85 buildings 1700 1700 53.00
Page, Mrs. Leander Pellitier, Mrs. L. A.
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Page, Levi W., Poll 2.00 Pellitier, Lester, Poll 2.00
Page, Robert > Pellerin, Joseph O.
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Soldier Stock in trade 100
Land and buildings Mills and ma-
1000 chinery 300 1205 38.15
Soldier exempt 1000 Perry, Mrs. Herman
Pellerin, Mrs. Joseph H., Poll
Poll 2.00 Lot 85 P. G. P.
Persival, Horace 75 4.25
%a land and Perry, Harry, Poll
building 2400 2400 72.00 Mill property 1000J
Persival, Mrs. Horace 16a Sprout land 100
Poll 2.00 - 20a wood lot 400 1500 47.00
Perham, Fred, Poll Perry, Mrs. Harry
Stock in trade 2300 2300 71 .CO Poll
Perham, Mrs. Fred 16a land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 1000 1000 32.00
Pearson, Harry D. Phillips, Mrs. Nora
Poll 10a Land and
75a land and buildings 2500
buildings 1700 6a Anderson land
1 Neat stock 40 500
1000 Fowls 1000 2740 84.20 1 Horse 80
Pearson, Mrs. Harry 2 Cows 165 3245 99.35
D., Poll 2.00 Phillips, Chas N. and
Perry Stanford, Poll Elizabeth
1 Horse 60 11a Land and
4 Cows 200 buildings 800 800 24.00
2 Neat stock 75 335 12.05 Phillips, Mrs. Chas.
Perry, Mrs. Stanford Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Phillips, Elizabeth
Perry, Arthur B., Poll Poll 2.00
12a land and Pickett, Forest, Poll
building 2200 4a land and
72a Sprague pasture buildings 1275! 1275 40.25
1100 Pickett, Mrs. Forest
6a Snow lot 40 Poll 2.00
1 Cow 80 Pierson, Zackery, Poll
1000 Fowls 1250 4670 142.00 Land and buildings
Perry, Mrs. Arthur B. 1600
Poll 2.00 20a Farm 900
Perry, Byron 6a Greenleaf land
4a land and 75 2575 79.25
buildings 1600 1600 48.00 Pierson, Mrs. Zackery
Perry, Mary J., Poll Poll
165a land and House lot and
buildings 2200 garage 125 • 125 5.75
10 land and Pierson, Albert, Poll 2.00
buildings 300 2500 77.00 Pierson, Wm, Poll 2.00
Perry, Herman H. Pierson, Mrs. Wm.
Poll Poll 2.00
57a Sprout lot Pierson, Walter, Poll 2.00
375 Plummer, Lillian
2 Horses 150 Poll

































Poor, Walter M., Poll
















x/4a Bullard lot 10
56a Whitcomb lot
900






















































Stock in trade 200
Soldier exempt 1000
Pyne, Mrs. Ernest L.
Poll
Quinn, John E., Poll
Land and buildings
2700

















59% a Land and
buildings 4500












































































Rice, Mrs. Harry, Poll
Rice, Fred, Poll
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|
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Rolfe, Edward, Poll Harry
x/4a Land and 56a Capron
buildings 1000 1000 32.00 pasture 1300
Rolfe, Mrs. Edward 100a Stratton lot
Poll 2.00 1900
Rolfe, Edna, Poll 2.00 55a Pond lot 525
Rolfe, Flossie, Poll 2.00 80a Stratton Read
Roalf, Myra, Poll lot 1325
Land and buildings 15a Dickinson
50U 500 17.00 lot 450
Rollins, Raymond, 6a Slaughter
Soldier house lot 600 6100 183.00
Rollins, Mrs. Ray- Safford & Gurnsey
mond, Poll 2.00 5 Horses 750 750 22.50
Roscoe, Leander H. Safford, Perley F.
Poll Poll
Land and buildings 33a Whitcomb
1800 1800 56.00 lot 275
Roscoe, Mrs. Leander 30a Park 7000
H., Poll 2.00 %a Cottage
Roy, Arthur, Poll 2.00 Wilson Pond 700
Roy, Mrs. Arthur, Poll 2.00 6a Land 150
Roy, Leonard, Poll 2.00 8a Stone meadow
Roy, Mrs. Leonard 200
Poll 2.00 15a Home place 6500
Roy, Celia, Poll 2.00 Stock in trade 300 15125 455.75
Robb, Walter, Poll 2.00 Safford, Mrs. Perley F.
Roberson, Nellie M. Poll 2.00
Poll Safford, Franklin
3a Land and 3 Horses 300
buildings 1000 1000 32.00 2 Cows 150
Roberson, John G.
i
2 Neat Stock 100 550 16.50
Poll 2.00 Sanderson, Dana, Poll 2.00
Ruffle, Edward S., Poll Sanderson, Mrs. Em-
3a Land and ma, Poll 2.00
buildings 1200 1200 38.00 Sarsfield, James, Poll
Ruffle, Mrs. Edward Land and buildings
S., Poll 2.00 2000 2000 62.00
Ruffle, Mrs. Wm, Poll Sarsfield, Mrs. James
75a Land and Poll 2.00
buildings 1400 Sarsfield, Garrett
1 Horse 20 Poll 2.00
4 Cows 220 1640 51.20 Sarsfield, Mrs. Garrett
Ruffle, Wm., Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Russell, Warren, Poll 2.00 Sarsfield, Gertrude
Russell, Mrs. Warren Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Schnyer, Geo. E., Poll
Russell, George T. 37a Land and
and Grace Hanna buildings 2200 2200 68.00
2%a Home place Schnyer, Mrs. Geo.
5500 5500 165.00 E., Poll 2.00
Russell, George, Poll 2.00 Scribner, Ivan, Poll
Russell, Geo. T. and %a Land and
32
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buildings 2800 2800 86.00 Smith, Earl, Poll
Scribner, Mrs. Ivan Land and buildings
Poll 2.00 1000 1000 32.00
Seaver, Chester, Poll Smith, Mrs. Earl, Poll 2.00
Land and buildings Smith, Clifton, Poll
1500 Land and buildings
l%a Whitcomb lot 900
75 15a Verry lot 125 1025 32.75
%a Rixford lot 50 1625 50.75 Smith Cassius, Poll
Sebastian, Leon, Poll 2.00 Building lot 150
Sebastian, Mrs. Leon Stock in trade 600 750 24.50
Poll 2.00 Smith Elbert, Poll
Shaw, Mrs. Ira 5a Land and .
l%a land and buildings 1500
buildings 3150 8a Sprout lot 125
8a Pasture 200 3350 100.50 1 Cow 75 1700 53.00
Sheldon, Mrs. Sum- Smith, Mrs. Elbert
ner, Poll Poll 2.00
%a Land and Smith, John, Poll 2.00
buildings 1000 1000 32.00 Smith, Mrs. John, Poll 2.00
Shover, John Sr. Smith, James and
Land and buildings Myrtie
1600 1600 48.00 2a land and
Shover, Mrs. John buildings 700
Sr., Poll 2.00 10a Davis lot 75
Shover, John, Jr. 1 Horse 30
Poll 2.00 1 Cow 40 845 25.35
Shover, Mrs. John, Smith, Mrs. Myrtie
Jr., Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Shover, Perley, Poll 2.00 Smith, Clarence E.
Shover, Geo., Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Sleeper, Mrs. Bell Snelling, Everett
Poll Land and buildings
2 1Aa land and 800
buildings 2325 2325 71.75 Soldier exempt 800
Small, E. P., Poll Snelling, Mrs. Everett
Land and buildings Poll 2.00
2200 Spoor, Fred
V±a, Worcester lot 50 2250 69.50 Land and buildings
Small, Mrs. E. P., Poll 2.00 450
Small, Mrs. Edgar S. Soldier exempt 450
Poll Spoor, Mrs. Fred, Poll 2.00
Land and buildings Stanton, Kate, Poll
4000 4000 122.00 4a Land and
Small, Edgar S., Poll 2.00 buildings 1000 1000 32.00
Smith, Ernest, Est. Starkey, Miss Gladys
%a Land and Poll
buildings 700 700 21.00 170a Land and
Smith, Mrs. Ernest buildings 4000
Poll 2.00 15a Meadow 250 4250 129.50
Smith, Chas L., Poll 2.00 Starkey, John, Poll
Smith Mrs. Chas. L. 1 Horse 70 70 4.10
Poll 2.00 Starkey, Mrs. John
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Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax
Poll 2.00
Stebbins, Joel
2V2 a Land and





10a Sprout lot 100
3a Tillage Land 50
12a Sprout lot 120









St. John, Joseph, Poll
Land and buildings
900 900 29.00








Stone, Mrs. Edith M.
Poll
%a Land and
buildings 800 800 26.00













20a Bailey lot 135
50a J. M. Stone








Stone, Peter G., Poll
27a Land and
buildings 2500










Story, Fred S., Poll
4 Gasoline pumps
600
Stock in trade 5000
Story, Mrs. Fred S.
Poll
Story, Fred D., Soldier
Story, Mrs. Fred D.
Poll
Stowell, Chas. S., Poll
3a Land and
buildings 900





















































Name 1 Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description | ation Tax and Description ation Tax
1600 1600 50.00 Taylor, Mrs. Leon
Swan, Mrs. Eoen, Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Sweeney, Roger Taylor, Ernest, Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Thompson, Geo. W.
Sweeney, Mrs. Roger Poll
Poll 2.00 Tacy land and
Sweeney, Orlo, Poll 2.00 buildings 700 700 23.00
Swenson, Henry, Poll Thompson, Geo. and
Land and buildings Wesley
2850 Perham place 1900 1900 57.00
1 Horse 30 Thompson, Willard
1 Cow 90 2970 91.10 Land and buildings
Swenson, Mrs. Henry 500 500 17.00
Poll 2.00 Thompson, Mrs. Wil-
Symonds, Maude lard, Poll 2.00
Land and buildings Thompson, Leslie
1900 Land and buildings
Soldier's widow ex- 700
empt 1000 900 27.00 Soldier exempt 700
Taft, Lee, Poll Thompson, Alexan-
16a Land and der, Poll
buildings 1200 1200 38.00 3 ¥2 a Land and
Talbot Grovernor, Poll 2.00 buildings 1400 1400 44.00
Talbot, Mrs. Grovern- Thompson, Mrs. Alex-
or, Poll 2.00 ander, Poll 2.00
Talbot, Paul 2.00 Thompson, Bert, Poll
Talbot, Gladys, Poll Land and buildings
%a Land and 1400 1400 44.00
buildings 900 900 29.00 Thompson, Wesley
Taylor, Adella L. Est. Poll 2.00
Land and buildings Thompson, Louis, Poll 2.00
1500 Thrasher, C. S., Poll
Small house 700 46a Land and
Cottage 100 buildings 1550
8a River land 400 1 Horse 20
3a Meadow 25 1 Cow 30 1600 50.00
Shop and land 100 2825 84.75 Thrasher, Mrs. C. S.
Taylor, Carl, Poll Poll 2.00
%a Home place 2500 Thrasher, Philip M.
1 Horse 80 Poll
2 Cows 130 Land and buildings
1 Neat Stock 45 2755 84.65 400 400 14.00
Taylor, Mrs. Carl Thrasher, Mrs. Phillip
Poll 2.00 M., Poll 2.00
Taylor, Mrs. Royal Thompson, Mrs. Geo.
Poll Poll 2.00
Land and buildings Towle, Frank, Poll 2.00
1500 1500 47.00 Towle, Mrs. Prank
Taylor, Chas., Est. Poll 2.00
10a Plain land 600 Trombley, Fred, Poll 2.00
4a Meadow 40 640 19.20 Trombley, Clarence
Taylor, George, Poll 2.00 Poll
Taylor, Leon, Poll 2.00 %a Land and
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and Description | ation Tax and Description | ation | Tax
buildings 600 600 20.00 8 Cows 780
Trombley, Mrs. Clar- 4 Neat Stock 200 5030 152.90
ence Poll 2.00 Underwood, James *
Twitchell, Orrison Poll
Poll 30 Hill pasture 1220
160a Land and 78a Pasture and
buildings 1650 gravel pit 1500
2 Horses 150 Lots 45-46-50-51
3 Cows 190 1990 61.70 P. G. P. 400
Twitchell, Mrs. Orri- Cottage at lake 900 4020 122.60
son, Poll 2.00 Ward, George, Poll
Twitchell, Wilber, Poll l-3a Land and
112a Land and buildings 1800
buildings 1800 150a Sprout lot 1000 2800 86.00
1 Horse 75 Ward, Mrs. George
5 Cows 275 2150 66.50 Poll 2.00
Twitchell, Mrs. Wil- Ward, Wm. H., Poll
ber, Poll 2.00 66 x/2 a Land and
Twitchell, Forest, Poll buildings 2200
60a Land and 1 Horse 20
buildings 1500 2 Cows 110
1 Horse 20 4a Meadow 100 2430 74.90
6 Cows 360 Ward, Mrs. Wm. H.
1 Neat Stock 45 Poll 2.00
4a Meadow 100 Webber, Henry C.
l%a Meadow 50 2075 64.25 Poll
Twitchell, Mrs. Forest V2 a Land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 800 800 26.00
Twitchell, Olan, Poll Webber, Mrs. Henry
Land and buildings C, Poll 2.00
2000 Wetmore, Gus, Poll
3 Cows 190 75a Land and
1 Neat Stock 40 2230 68.90 buildings 2400
Twitchell, Mrs. Olan 30a Colony
Poll 2.00 property 750
Twitchell, Clifford %a Newell place 800
Poll 2.00 10a Meadow 25
Twitchell, Mrs. Clif- 10a Gravel bank
ford, Poll 2.00 1000
Tyo, Wallace 2 Horses 175
Lots 82-83 and 2 Cows 120
buildings 500 1 Neat Stock 45 5315 161.45
Soldier exempt 500 Wetmore, Mrs. Gus
Tyo, Mrs. . Wallace Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Wesley, Geo. H., Poll
Underwood, Ethel Land and buildings
Poll 2.00 250 250 9.50
Underwood, Frank Wesley, Mrs. Geo. H.
Poll Poll 2.00
5a Meadow pasure Wheeler, Mrs. Ora
and barn 2300 Poll
House 1400 Land and buildings
5 Horses 350 1500
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Andrew Bliss place 1 Poll
1
2.00
1200) 2700 83.00 Whitcomb, Otis, Poll
Wheeler? Louis, Sold'r 2a Land and
Wheeler, Mrs. Louis buildings 1000 1000 32.00
Poll Whitcomb, Mrs. Otis
19a Land and Poll 2.00
buildings 1200 Whitcomb, Willard T.
3a Land and Poll
buildings 700 85a Land and
30a Howes lot 65 buildings 3000
Soldiers wife ex- 35a Sprout lot 200
empt 1000 965 30.95 20a Sprout lot 150
Wheeler & Taylor 1 Cow 75 3425 104.75
129a Land and Whitcomb, Mrs. Wil-
buildings 3000 lard T., Poll 2.00
4a Meadow 100 Whitcomb Chair Co.
3 Horses 250 Mill and ma-
20 Cows 1400 chinery 3000
5 Neat Stock 200 4950 148.50 Stock in trade 2000 5000 150.00
Wheeler, B. W., Poll 2.00 Whitcomb, Miss Addie
'
Wheeler, Mrs. B. W. Poll
Poll 2.00 Land and buildings
Wheeler, Myrle B. 2200 2200 68.00
Poll 2.00 Whitcomb, Edna, Poll
Wheeler, Mrs. Myrle Store building 300 300 11.00
B., Poll 2.00 Whitcomb, Geo. and
Wheeler, Wesley, Poll 2.00 Edna
l%a Land and Home place 6500 6500 195.00
buildings 1400 1400 44.00 Whitcomb, Geo. E. Jr.
Wheeler, Mrs. Wesley Bailey place 2500
Poll 2.00 A. N. Whitcomb
Whipple, Ervin, Poll place 3800
Land and buildings Cottage and land at
250 250 9.50 lake 3600 9900 299.00
Whipple, Mrs. Ervin Whitcomb, Geo. E. &
Poll 2.00 Co.
Whipple, Myrtle, Poll 2.00 95a Bennett &
Whitten, Mathew, Poll 2.00 Mason lot 1300
Whittemore, Herbert 50a Thompson lot
Poll 2.00 2000
Whittemore, Mrs. 70a Fish lot 370
Herbert, Poll 2.00 100a Ward Corliss
Whittemore, Milan and Parson lot 600
Poll 18a Henry lot 255
x/4a Land and 80a Marsh lot 12701
buildings 500 500 17.00 1 Horse 90
Whittemore, Mrs. Mil- 2 Vehicles 100 5985 179.55
an, Poll 2.00 Whitcomb, Cecil I.
Whittemore, Mrs. Poll
Mary, Poll 2.00 16a Land and
Whittemore, Prentice buildings 2500
Poll 2.00 12a Sprout lot 350
Whittemore, David 12a Pasture 160' 3010| 92.30
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Tax f
Name Valu- |
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Whitcomb, Mrs. Cecil Willis, George
I., Poll 2.00 Land and buildings
Whitcomb, A. A., Poll 2.00 1 Gasoline pump 150
Whitcomb, Mrs. A. A. Stock in trade 2300
Poll Banks lot 400 7850 235.50
23a Land and Willis, Frank C, Poll
buildings 1100 Land and buildings
45 Fowls 45 600 600 20.00
1 Horse 25 Willis, Mrs. Frank C.
2 Cows 150 Poll 2.00
1 Neat Stock 60 1380 43.40 Wilcox, Allen, Poll
White, Arthur, Poll 50a Part of
Land and buildings White farm 1000
1750 1750 54.50 60a Part of
White. Mrs. Arthur Snow farm 1000 2000 62.00
Poll 2.00 Williams, Wm.
Willett, Raymond 4a Wood lot 150 150 4.50
Poll 2.00 Winn, Lester, Poll
Wilson, Frank, Poll 2.00 Land and buildings
Wilder, Sidney J. 700 700 23.00
Poll Winn, Mrs. Lester
25a Land and Poll 2.00
buildings 5000 Wood, Carl, Poll 2.00
3 Cows 200 Wood, Raymond
85 Fowls 85 5285 160.55 Soldier
Wilder, Mrs. Sidney Wood, Mrs. Raymond
J., Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Wilber, Edward H. Wood, Robert, Poll
Poll Land and buildings
Land and buildings Eaton Est. 2000 2000 62.00
2000 Wood, Mabel I., Poll 2.00
2 Gasoline pumps Woodward, Arthur
300 6a Land and
Stock in trade 1100 3400 104.00 buildings 1700
Wilber, Mrs. Edward %a Meadow 50
H„ Poll 2.00 Stock in trade 1400 3150 94.50
Wilber, W. W., Poll Worcester, Harry
Land and buildings %a Home place 600
200 %a Land 60
Land and buildings % Int. in Rust lot
400 150
36a Stratton lot 200 Portable mill 100
Hotel lot and Soldier exempt 910
buildings 300 Worcester, Mrs. Harry
27a Field lot 220 Poll 2.00
Lucy Wilber Worcester, Anderson
place 400 M., Poll
%a Clinton Wilber 3/4a Home place 1700
place 200 14a Evans lot 700
4a Sprout lot 30 6a Kirkpatrick
Stock in trade 200 2150 66.50 lot 50
Wilber, Mrs. W. W. 30a Follett lot 200
Poll 2.00 % Int. Rust lot 150
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5a Oakman lot 150 Wyman, Ellis H.
30a Eames lot 300 7a Land and
2 Horses 145 buildings 1800
2 Cows 140 200 Fowls 225
1 Neat Stock 45 3580 109.40 Soldier exempt 1000 1025 30.75
Worcester, Mrs. An- Wyman, Mrs. Ellis H.
derson, Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Worcester, Clarence Yardley, Herbert, Poll
Land and buildings %a Land and
2000 buildings 200 200 8.00
% of lot 9 100 Young, Peter, Poll 2.00
Cottage and lot 900 Young, Harold, Poll 2.00
Soldier exempt 1000 2000 60.00 Young, Mrs. Harold
Worcester, Mrs. Clar- Poll 2.00
ence, Poll 2.00 Young, Lela, Poll
Worcester, Elwin, Poll 2.00 %a Land and
Worcester, Alice Mrs. buildings 1000
Poll Bungalow 400 1400 44.00
1-3 Int. in Fassett Yost, Theron
Est. 600 600 20.00 Land and buildings
Worth, George 1800
Land and buildings Soldier exempt 1000 800 24.00
1500 1500 45.00 Yost, Mrs. Theron
Worth, Mrs. Geo. Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00
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NON RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES
Name Valu-
|
Total Name Valu- Total
1 Description ation | Tax and Description ation Tax
Adams, Mrs. Ida Raymond lot 50 650 19.50
Sugar House at Bigelow, Mr. and Mrs.
W. Swanzey 500 500 15.00 H. P.
Addy, Joseph 50a Pine lot 800 800 24.00
20a Hall lot 140 140 4.20 Boston & Maine R. R.
Atkinson, Mrs. Frank Land at
130a Land and Westport 500
buildings 2500 2500 75.00 Land at West
Aliber, Norman Swanzey 1100 1600 48.00
Land and buildings BourTord, Miss Nora
part of Robbins Lot at Wilson
place 700 700 21.00 Pond 250
Ballou, Iva Cottage 850 1100 33.00
Lot 18 and cottage Bouvier, J. E. & R. D.
at Swanzey Land 75 75 2.25
pond 600 600 18.00 Blake, Charles
Ballou, Claud Sprout lot 75 75 2.25
5a Meadow 25 25 .75 Bedaw, J. P.
Ballou, Bern Soldier exempt
40a Howes pasture Land and buildings
200 500
48a Gunn lot 125 Blanchard, Father
11a Broulette lot 100 425 12.75 Cottage at Wilson
Bailey, C. H. & E. A. Pond 1000 1000 30.00
Pine lot 1400 1400 42.00 Brown, Mrs. Luman
Baker, Oney Land and buildings
25a Pasture 580 580 17.40 2500 2500 75.00
Barden, Mrs. Fannie Brown, Wm., Est.
la Lewis land Lots 8-9 P. G. P.
No. 7 50 50 1.50 150 150 4.50
Berry, Jerry Brown, Jess
20a Beckey Henry Land and buildings
Pasture 350 350 10.50 800
Barton, Theodore 4 Horses 400 1200 36.00
12a Sprout lot 180 180 5.40 Buckminster, J. W.
Barrus, Fred W. Est.
Cottage 750 750 22.50 21a Haskell lot 475
Belding, Wm, Est. 100a Huggins lot
60a Land and 1800
buildings 4000 4000 120.00 35a Wood lot 2100
Beaver Mills 16a Gary lot 900 5275 158.25
70a A. W. Stone Bullard, Marcus
lot 1160 1160 34.80 29a Sprout land 150 150 4.50
Barrett, Ada Burgin, James E.
Cottage and lot 850 850 25.50 Lots No. 10-11,
Blodgett, Mabel and P. G. P. 150 150 4.50
Alice Buckley, Mrs. Anna
C. G. Ramsdell L.















33a Sprout lot 225
Brien, Walter





























































































40a Thatcher lot 650
55a Rust lot 800
25a Wheeler lot 650
Colony, C. T. and J. J.









24.74a Hill D. B. C.
land East road






















































Name I Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
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Power line 1500 1500 45.00 lake Heights 100 100 3.00
Cloutier, Mrs. Eva Farr, Oscar R.
Timber on Gunn 12a Ridge Hill 500
lot 400 400 12.00 96a Meadow tract
Crouch, Mrs. W. S. 1200 1700 51.00
88a Colburn lot 1700 1700 51.00 Faulkner, Miss Emma
Congdon, Robert H. 70a Wood land 700 700 21.00
Lots 7-8-9 S. Lake Fay, Lillian K.
Heights 100 100 3.00 Fuller place 1400 1400 42.00
Davis, Cadman Fisher, A. L.
Land and buildings 14a Pasture 300 300 9.00
800 800 24.00 Fisher, D. O.
Davis, Ervin J., Est. Hunt land 150 150 4.50
Sprout land 150 150 4.50 Fitch, Nellie J.
De Bell, George A. Sprout lot 75 75 2.25
Lot 56 P. G. P. 75 75 2.25 Fitch, Mrs. Jessie
Dickinson, LaFell Lot 34 P. G. P. 75 75 2.25
100a Talbot lot 3800 Fogg, Herbert D.
Cottage at lake 5500 Lot 93 P. G. P. 75 75 2.25
Jennings Cottage Fooley, Jeremiah
800 10100 303.00 Land and buildings
Dickinson, W. E. 750 750 22.50
Cottage at Swanzey Fortier, Ferdinand
lake 1700 Cottage at Wilson
%a Bemis land 150 1850 55.50 Pond 850 850 25.50
Dickinson, Ansil & Fox, James C.
Sons 22a Gunn place
20a Holbrook lotlOO 1500
Wilcox lot 100 200 6.00 Boat house at
Dickinson, John lake 125 1625 48.75
30a Field pasture Fullam, Stanley
300 300 9.00 Building lot Swan-
Dickson, Mabel zey pond 215 215 6.45
Lot 27 Swanzey Frink, Julia A.
Factory 75 75 2.25 Land and cottage
Downing, Doris Wilson pond 2200 2200 66.00
Land and buildings Fish, George & Helen
1300 2 lots at Swanzey
40a Pine lot 900 2200 66.00 lake 425 425 12.75
Dumont, Henry Gallagher, Patrick
Sheps lunch and Building lots Wil-
lot 2000 son pond 400 400 12.00
Lots 95-97-98 Garfield, Mary P.
P. G. P. 325 Cottage at Wil-
Soldier exempt 1000 1325 39.75 son Pond 800 800 24.00
Doyle, Mary Goodnow & Derby
Cottage and lot Wil- Lot at Swanzey
son pond 1000 1000 30.00 lake 150 ' 150 450
Doyle, Albert J. Goddard, Samuel
Lot 11 at Swanzey Land and buildings
lake 215 215 6.45 2800 2800 84.00
Emerson, H. L. Grant, Alexander D.






































Harris, Mrs. Ellin S.


























































































Lots 25-28 P. G. P.
150
Jaquith, Forest






















Lots 77-79 P. G. P
150




























and Description ation | Tax
Geary pasture 300
Lot 96 P. G. P. 75
Eaton & Morse
land 130
Harper lot 250 755 22.65
Keene Poster Adv. Co.
5 Bill boards 300 300 9.00
Keith, Mrs. C. E.
Camp on Yale
land 300 300 9.00
Kellom & Handy
Oscar Field lot 250 250 7.50
Keene City Club
Cottage at Wil-
son pond 900 900 27.00
Lagerberg, Carl












Pond 1400 1400 42.00
Leland, W. F.
Cottage at Wilson
Pond 1250 1250 37.50
Lovely, George L.
Lot 64 and Camp




Pond 900 900 27.00
Lovering, Forest




buildings 2200 2200 66.00
Martin, Homer
Cottage and 2 lots
P. G. P. 475 475 14.25
Marsh, Miss Alice
Hill top farm 3200
Fields house 1300 4500 135.00
Marsh, Jessee, Est.











































































































43.5 Hill Field lot
500
























































Nims, Mrs. M. W.




















2 ], 2 a Merrick Wor-
cester place 400'
Felletier, Harry
2 Cottages at Wil-
son pond 1500'
Pitcher, Grace W.








Lot 12 and cottage
Wilder track 1000
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6.75 Post Office block
Public Service Co. of and lot W. S. 3000
N. H. Whitcomb pasture
Transmission and 1575|
distribution sys- Read lot Sprague-
tem ville 1530|
2 power stations Lots in Black
1 sub station pasture 500 6605 198.15
Meters and trans- Springfield Facing Co.
formers 144893 4346.79 Stock in trade 200 200 6.00
Putnam, Fred Stone, Frank W.
Naramore lot 450 450 13.50 65a Fine lot 2500 2500 75.00
Parmeter, George Sparhawk, Wm. N.
Building lots 150 150 4.50 la Home place 2750
Read, Geo. M. Est. iy2 a Rice place 1950
30a Crossett lot 200 200 6.00 V£a Young place
Read, Albert J. 1650
120a Mclntire 5a Mowing land 325
lot 1000 1000 30.00 40a Martha Spar-
Rivers, W. C. hawk lot 900
Mt. Homer lot 125 125 3.75 7a land near Swan-
Robinson Brett Lum- zey lake 100
ber Co. 7a 2 cottages at
Mowing land 125 125 3.75 Swanzey lake 2000 9675 290.25
Robinson, Clara Mrs. Syer, Mrs. A. G.
3a Land near a,£a Land and
Swanzey line 80 80 2.40 building 1000 1000 30.00
Robinson & Fisher Taft, Miss Carolyn G.
20a Timber lot 1825 1825 54.75 19a Rockwood pas-
Roberts, Mrs. A. L. ture 350 350 10.50
Cottage at Wil Taft, Annie E. Est.
son pond 1200 1200 36.00 70a Land and
Rowe, Sydney buildings 2200
9a Land and 115a Land and
cottage 1000 1000 30.00 Pine 2500 4700 141.00
Safford, L. W. Est. Taft, Harold
60a Fine lot 900 900 27.00 %a Land 50 50 1.50
Scripture, Mrs. Jennie Talbot, Walter
Lot 42 P. G. P. 75 75 2.25 20a Pasture 250 250 7.50
Seitzinger, Mrs. Mary Verberg, John G.
Lots 32 and 72 86a Rice Pasture
P. G. P. 150 150 4.50 800 800 24.00
Sevigney, Mrs. J. M. Wright, Charles H.
Lots 6-7 and cottage L. & B. Cooper
P. G. P. 1000 1000 30.00 place Westport
Shea, W. P. 1700 1700 51.00
3 lots and cottages Wright, J. H.
Wilson pond 1400 1400 42.00 Lot 5 and Cottage
Sherman, Mrs. Clara Houghton Est. 600 600 18.00
M. Wright, F. A. •
Lots 24-26-30-68 i Lots 12-13-14
P. G. P. 300
|
300 9.00 P. G. P. 225 225 6.75
Sprague, Miss Mary
1




Valu- Total Name | Valu- | Total
and Description | ation Tax and Description | ation | Tax
Houghton house 95C Cottage and lot at
1 1
Lots 1-2-3-4 Wilson Pond 1300 1300 39.00
new cottage 100C Whitcomb, J. Fred
Cottage near lake 228a Holbrook farm
1
350 230C 1 69.00 5000
Wright, Mrs. Grace 10a Snow lot 225
1
M. 15a Goddard lot 300
30a Meadow 600 11% a Trask
1
25a Pine lot 1000 160C 48.00 meadow 100














35a Goodnow lot 255
Lot 3 East side 25a Lebourveau i
Swanzey pond 90 90 2.70 lot 500
Wilber, ClfTord
1
55a Gary lot 520
2a land 100 100 3.00 5a Rand lot 85
Wood, Frank 6.3a Spring lot 25
100a cord wood 300 300 9.00 30a Holmes lot 200
Wagner, Richard No. 5 School
3% a Land and House 300 11425
|
342.75
buildings Chas. Weiser, Jennie
Weeks 1000 1000 30.00 Land and buildings
Warren, C. A. lots 18 and 20 at
Part of Thompson P. G. P. 1200 1200 36.00
place 125 125 3.75 Whitney, Geo. B.. Est
Wentworth, Fred 2a Land and
Land and buildings buildings 3500
1450 1450 43.50 10a Meadow 800
West, George 10a Mead lot 630
200a Pasture 1300 1300 39.00 Evans house 1200
Whipple, Leon A. 10a Hammond lot
70a Pasture and 100 6230 186.90
sprout 1100 1100 33.00 Watzker, Tyko
Whipple, Fred I. 10a Hammond lot
Land at Wilson 100
pond 150 150 4.50 Soldier exempt
Whitcomb, Mrs. Bessie Wilson, Arthur
116a Pond lot 1000 1000| 30.00 Land on Win-
Whitcomb, Mrs Carrie chester St. 600
'
600 18.00
E. Wiswell, Leon E.
24a V2 Mead lot 750 Shady shore cot-
Sprout lot 25 775 23.25 tage 1800|
Whitcomb, J. F. & F. Dennis Foley cot-
H. tage 800' 26001 78.00
26a Dickinson lot Yale University
550 48.7a Bidwell and
38a California lot? Gale 1010|
650 1200 36.00 25.1a Blake east 300
1
White, James E. and 16.2a Blake west 200
John 82.3a Capron lot 2400
47
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
97.6a Carey and fountain &
Hutchins 2175 Forsythe 1400
41.7a Davis 1950 48a Kirk Morse 240
78a Hills 3300 94a Buckminster
40.9a Perham 2150 2250
52a Swamp lot 900 21.3 Colony 125
38a Seeley 650 39a Fairfield 400
174.1 Whitcomb 2250 52a Hill (Good-
50a Worcester 2200 win) 2300 26200 786.00
73.7a Keith, La-
48
PERMITS FOR REGISTRATION OF MOTOR VEHICLES 1930
Name Name
O i)
Adams, George E. 2 1 $8.42
Adams, Harold J. 7.14
Adams, Harry L. 1.35
Adams, Mrs. Laura 6.54
Aldrich, Francis H. 8.82
Aldrich, Seth L. 2.48
Allan, John 3 1 24.53




Applin, C. L. 3 1 34.58
Atherton, Alba W. 9.90
Atwood, Katherine B. 9.45
Avery, Charles E. 4.58
Avery, Dell 1.47
Aylward, Mrs. Rita 4.95
Ballon, Mr. and
Mrs. E. P. 9.61
Eallou, George 5.39
Fallon, George L. 2.30
Ballou, George O. 2 1 5.67
Eallou, Willis G. 2 1 7.14
Earden, Donald A. 2 3.95
Earden, James W. 2 1 3.31
Bardwell, Leon O. ;3 16.90
Bardwell, Lydia M. 2 1 10.20
Barlow, Frederick I. 1 2.84
Barlow, Herman M. 2 1 3.83
Barnard, Charles 2 1 3.36
Barrett, Harlan G. L 2.92
Bartlett, Helena A. L 8.78
Barton, Harold J. L 5.77
Bedaw, Wm. J. \2 1 1.77
BeDorr, George H. L 2.04
Belding, L. L. \I 4.35
Bemis, Clifford I 1 3.83
Bemis, Edwin E. ]L 1.50
Bergeron, John S. \I 1 3.97
Binnette, Simeon : L 3.58
Bishop, Frank C. jI 1 6.75
Bishop, Lydia ]L 5.49

































































































Chickering, Herman E. 1 11.48 Durland, W. O. 1 2.21
Christopherson, A. B. 2 1 10.00 Duquette, Peter 1 3.83
Christopherson, J. E. 1 2.85 Earle, Raymond C. 2 1 2.58
Christopherson, W. L. 2 8.68 Eastman, Wm. H. 1 4.16
Clark, Grover 1 2.18 Ellery, Ellen 2 1 2.95
Clark, Richard G. 1 3.47 Ellery, J. C. 2 1 17.25
Clark, W. J. 1 2.69 Ellis. John H. M. 1 3.33
Clement, W. B. 3 2 1.73 Emerson, Cleon L. 2 1 5.33
Cleveland, D. M. 2 1 1.57 Emerson, Fred C. 1 1.20
Cleverly, Walter A. 1 5.27 Emery, E. C. 2 8.26
Cobb, Charles A. 3 2 7.50 Emery, Forest H. 2 1 2.88
Coffin, Miriam R. 1 9.00 Emery, Norris C. 1 3.68
Coffin, Ray E. 2 1 3.48 Evans, Wm. J. 1 1.31
Cole, Arthur R. 2 1 .77 Fantt, Amanda 2 1 10.54
Cole, Benjamin N. 2 1 3.65 Farnum, Lilla 1 1.18
Cole, Leslie P. 1 3.33 Faulkner, Lester 2 1 2.17
Collier, Milo B. 1 3.83 Featherstone, Mathew 2 1 9.45
Columbus, Anthony 2 2.19 Field, Frank 2 1 11.34
Conboy, John E. 1 5.55 Fisher, Moran E. 1 3.34
Conboy, Susie H. 1 2.60 Fitzgerald, Thomas J 1 7.08
Cornwell, Charles H. 1 2.92 Flagg, Albert C. 2 1 8.11
Cornwell, Robert P. 1 4.49 Flagg, Harrison 1 3.38
Cross, Eugene H. 2 1 9.18 Flagg, Merrill E. 4 2 9.74
Culver, Arthur 1 1.45 Fletcher, Merle F. 1 11.02
Cutler, Ennis 1 1 3.66 Floria, Frank 3 2 5.58
Davis, Linfield S. 1 8.70 Floria, John 2 1 2.08
Davis, Ralph W. 2 1 7.21 Forsyth, Mrs. J. W. 1 6.29
Davis, Sylvia M. 1 1.78 Forsyth, Morris 3 2 3.54
Day, Minnie E. 1 1.49 Freeman, Henry 2 1 14.87
Dearing, Ernest 3 2 8.50 French, Clarence 2 1 1.62
Debelle, Arthur 1 1 .05 Frieze, Anna H. 1 3.75
Denico. Lucius J. 1 5.98 Frieze, Charlotte 1 8.50
Denico, Wm. J. 1 4.49 Frink, Richard S. 2 1 7.86
Dennis, Clara M. 2 1 12.36 Gamarsh, William 1 6.71
Dickinson, Milan A. 4 2 30.21 Garno, Ernest 2 1 2.09
Dinigan, Michael 3 2 4.02 Gately, Maude and
Dodge, Frank O. 1 3.26 Frederick 1 5.51
Downing, Arlon R. 2 7.62 Gerald, Florence 2 1 4.24
Dubois, Joseph A. 2 6.40 Gerard, Chester 1 7.14
Dudley, Arthur D. 2 11.02 Gionet, Edward 1 1.50
Dudley, Chas. C. 1 5.63 Goldsmith, Bertha 2 1 1.82
Dunham, Ernest C. 1 5.01 Goodell, Clifford H. 1 1.77
Dunham. Harry L. 1 4.18 Goodell, F. P. 2 2.78
Dunham, May 1 5.82 Goodell, Harry W. 1 3.98
Dunn, Charles E. 1 2.66 Goodell, Maurice 1 1.18
Dupee, Stephen A. 2 1 21.25 Goodell, Morton 2 9.09




Gough, William 2 1 7.16
Granger, William. R. 1 4.95
Grant, A. D. 1 14.34
Gray, Irene 1 2.21
Greene, Prank B. 2 1 4.49
Grogan, D. G. 1 10.17
Grogan, F. R. 2 2.35
Grogan, Kenneth J. 1 9.00
Grogan, Melinda M. 1 17.06
Grover, E. E. 2 1 2.68
Grover, Ernest R. 1 .99
Grover, John 1 1.78
Grover, Lewis 1 6.71
Guyette, Joseph I. 2 17.51
Guyette, Mrs. Minnie 1 1.57
Hackler, Myrtle 1 1.56
Hale, Ida M. 3 2 8.10
Hale, John D. 2 1 1.94
Hale, Mrs. Walter 1 5.09
Handy, Arthur C. 2 1 2.89
Handy, Frank E. 1 1.58
Handy, George L. 2 1 8.10
Handy, Waylon L. 2 1 7.14
Hanna, Edward J. 2 1 13.18
Hanrahan, James P. 2 1 8.82
Hanrahan, John J. 4.77
Hanrahan, Martin C. 3.98
Hanrahan, Walter F. 2.09
Harris, J. Franklin 3.68
Harris, Lester F. 1.20
Harvey, Norman 1
Head, Pearl 19.55
Heath, Edward L. 2 7.40
Heath, Fred 1.59
Heath, Ralph 2.81
Hebert, Ellen A. 9.00
Hebert, Irene C. 2.75
Heselton, Florence P. 9.60
Hewes, Charles O. 1.94
Hewes, Walter R. 1.49
Higgins, Alvah A. 1 6.89
Higgins, Frank H. 4.95
Higgins, George C. 3.00
Hill, E. H. 1.19
Hill, John H. 2.18
Hills, Clifton N. 7.76




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LIST OF DOGS LICENSED, TOWN OF SWANZEY, 1930
Male Female Male Female
Adams, George E. 1 Dudley, Arthur
Adams, Harold J. 1 Dunham, Harry L.
Anstey, Minnie 1 Earle, Raymond
Ballou, Edgar F. 2 1 Ellis, John H. 1
Ballou, George L. 1 Emerson, Fred
Barden, Charles A. 1 Evans, William J.
Barden, James A. 1 Farnum, W. H. 1
Bardwell, Leon 2 Fassett, Warren H.
BeDorr, George H. 1 Fisher, Moran
Bishop, Frank C. 1 Flagg, Merrill
Blair, Richard E. 1 Flagg, Merton C.
Blake, Harold 1 Floria, John
Blake, Ralph 1 Forsythe, John
Bolles, Henry Ken. Lie. Forsythe, Sibbelle
Bolles, Noyes 1 Foster, Fred
Bolt, Charles J. 1 Gerald, Florence
Bourne, O. E. 1 Goldsmith, Nathan
Brewer, Wm. 1 Goodell, Clifford
Brooks, John U. 1 Goodell, Morton
Brown, Fred R. 2 Goodell, W. E. 1
Brown, Sumner 1 Granger, William 1
Buffum, E. C. 2 Green Mineral
Buffum, Oliver T. 2 1 Paste Co. 2
Butler, John 1 Hale, John 2
Butler, Louis 1 Hale, Willard 1
Calkins, George 1 Hall, Carl 1
Carter, Herbert 1 Hall, E. F. Ken. Lie.
Checkering, Herman 1 Handy, George L. 1
Christopherson, Handy, Frank E. 1
Alfred 1 Hanrahan, Martin 1
Clark, Grover 1 Harris, Lester E. 1
Clement, W. B. 1 Harvey, Orrin H. 1
Cleverly, Walter 1 Hebert, Theodore 1 1
Cobb, Charles A. 1 Heselton, Ernest 1
Cogswell, Nathan 1 Higgins, Alvah 1
Cole, A. R. 1 Higgins, W. H. 1
Cole, Mrs. Benjamine 1 Hill, Edwin A. 1
Corey, C. W. 1 Hinds, Calvin 1
Cross, Ervin G. 1 Holbrook, Lee 2 1
Crouch, Charles A. 1 Holbrook, Leonard 1
Culver, Arthur 1 Holbrook, Wayne 1
Cunningham, Frank 1 Hopkins, Frank 2
Davis, Alvin 1 Hornig, G. H. 1
Denico, William 1 Houran, D. F. 3
Dinigan, Michael Ken. Lie. Hunt, Eugene 1
Downing, Arlon R. 1 James, Annie 1
Dubois, Joseph A. Ken. Lie. James, George H. 1
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Male 1 Female Male Female
Jardine, James A. Purrington, Curtis
Jeffrey, Beatrice Pyne, Ernest
Jewell, Peter Read, Karl
Johnson, William Ridley, Eva L.
Kempton, G. A. Ridley, Kenneth 1
Kenney, George F. Rixford, Arthur *
Kenney, Mary 1 Robbins, George
Kenney, Rose Ruffle, Carrie
Kingsbury, C. E. Ruffle, E. S.
Kingsbury, Fred E. Russell, George T. 1
Labell, W. J. Safford, P. F.
LaFontaine, Howard Schnyer, George
LaFountain, Mrs. A. J. Scribner, Ivan L.
Lambert, Wilfred Small, Edgar S.
Lamphey, Vivian Smith, Cassuis
Lahe, C. L. Smith, James B.
Lane, Raymond Snelling, E. A.
Leonard, Clesson W. Stone, Laura M.
Leonard, Ray J. 3 Story, F. S. 1
Lewis, Albert 1 Stowell, Charles
Lewis, Herman Stratton, George M.
Little, Joseph Sullivan, Jerome
Lodberg, Julia R. Talbot, Paul
Lorette, Herbert Taylor, Carl W.
McGrath, Fred T. Taylor, Grace D.
Merrill, M. L. Thompson, Alexander 1
Metevier, A. J. Thrasher, C. A.
Morse, Roland Trombley, Clarence
Murray, Arthur Twitchell, Forest J.
Murray, Mrs. Harold 1 Twitchell, O. D.
Nash, Robert Twitchell, Olan
Newell, James Twitchell, W. J.
Oakman, Frank B. Tyo, W. H.
O'Brien, Carl Weber, Henry C.
O'Brien, Russell 1 Wetmore, Gus
Olsson, Nils Wheeler, Ruth 2
Page, Leander Wheeler & Taylor
Page, Lexi W. Whitcomb, Nellie M.
Page, R. L. Whitcomb, Otis
Patnode, Fred Whitcomb, Mrs. W. T. 1
Patnode, Joseph Whittemore, Mrs.
Patnode, Joseph Jr. Herbert 2
Pearson, H. D. Wilber, E. H.
Percival, Mildred Williams, Frank
Perry, Bertha Wood, Robert
Perry, Herman H. Worcester, E. J.
Phillips, Elizabeth M. Worth, George
Pitcher, Blake Wrisley, May 1
Poor, Walter 1 Wyman, Ellis
Pratt, Roland 1 Young, Marabelle
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF SWANZEY
ESTIMATE OP REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES FOR
THE ENSUING YEAR JAN. 31, 1931, TO JAN. 31, 1932
COMPARED WITH
ACTUAL REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES OF THE












Insurance tax, $7 50 $7 50
Railroad tax, 324 33 324 33
Savings Bank tax, 470 98 470 98
For fighting forest





(a) For state aid
maintenance, 2,170 00 3,000 00 $830 00
(b) For trunk line
maintenance, 300 00 2,100 00 1,800 00
Interest and dividend




All licenses and per-
mits except dog





Year 1930 Year 1931
Rent of town hall and
other buildings, 232 00
Interest received on
taxes and deposits, 45 45
From poll taxes, 1,918 00



















2,680 00 582 03
Total revenues from all
sources except prop-
erty taxes, $12,531 75 $15,539 70
Amount raised by
property taxes, 53,834 96 53,834 96





Previous Ensuing: Increase Decrease






salaries, $2,289 27 $2,289 27
Town officers'
expenses, 1,249 77 1,249 77
Election and registra-
tion expenses, 108 00 $108 00
Care and supplies for
town hall, 422 74 422 74
Police department and
tramps, 176 00 225 00 $48 30
Fire department, 2,757 30 2,500 00 257 00
Health
:
Health department, 78 00 78 00






tion, 4,340 00 9,000 00
Town's contribu-




tion, 600 00 6.300 00
Town's contribu-
tion, 300 2,100 00
Town maintenance, 9,000 00 6,000 00 3,000 00




Previous Ensuing Increase Decrease
Year 1930 Year 1931
General expenses of
highway dept., 263 34 263 34
Education :
Libraries. 350 00 350 00
Charities
:
Town poor, 1,284 30 1,500 00 215 70
Patriotic purposes
:
Memorial Day and oth-
er celebrations, 125 00 125 00
Recreation:
Parks and play-
grounds. 250 00 250 00
Public service enterprises
:




On temporary loans, 1,040 57 1,040 57
On long term notes. 220 50 220 50
On principal of trust
funds used by
town, 332 27 332 27













Previous Ensuing Increase Decrease-
Year 1930 Year 1931
Town's contribu-




of debt, 1,000 00
Payments to other gov-
ernmental divisions
:
State taxes, 4,149 60 4,149 60
County taxes, 3,160 35 4,000 00
Payment to school
districts, 23,547 62 24,547 62 1,000 00
Total expenditures, $62,262 58 $79,511 61
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FINANCIAL REPORT
OP THE TOWN OF SWANZEY
IN CHESHIRE COUNTY
For the Fiscal Year Ending January 31, 1931
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this
report was taken from official records and is complete to the











In hands of treasurer, $3,335 23 $3,335 23
In hands of officials, 205 69 205 69




Bounty on hedghogs, 39 00 39 00
(a) Joint highway accounts, unex-
pended balances in state treasury, 2,046 56 2,046 56
(b) Due from Haskell account, 14 80 14 80
Due from county
:
(a) County poor, 115 67 115 67
Other bills due town
:
(a) Taxes bought by town, 412 57 412 57
Taxes not collected
:
(a) Levy of 1930, 3,050 21 3.050 21
Total assets, $9,219 73
Excess of liabilities over assets, (net debt), 24,258 93
Grand total, $33,478 66
Net debt—January 31, 1930, $27,755 39
Net debt—January 31, 1931, 24.258 93
Decrease of debt, $3,496 46




470 98 1,216 61
63
LIABILITIES
Accounts owed by the town
:
To schools.
Insurance tax, due schools,
Due to school districts
:
(a) Dog licenses, due schools,
(b) R. R. tax, due schools,
(c) Savings Bank tax, due schools,
State and town joint highway accounts
:
(a) Unexpended balance in state
treasury, 2,046 56
(b) Unexpended balance in town
treasury, 37 49 2,084 05
Pipe line, West Swanzey, 1,500 00 1.500 00
Outstanding temporary loans in an-
ticipation of taxes, 10,000 00 10,000 00
Long term notes outstanding
:
Stratton Library, 1,800 00
Community house, 3,000 00
Trust funds, amount of principal used
by town, 8,305 00
Total liabilities, $33,478 66
Excess of assets over liabilities, (surplus), 24,258 93
$9,219 73





Property taxes committed to
collector, 1930, $53,834 96
Less discount and abate-
ment, 1930, 227 20
Less uncollected, 1930, 3,050 21
1. Property taxes current year, ac-
tually collected, $50,351 86
2. Poll taxes, current year, actually
collected, 959 @ $2.00, 1,918 00
3. Property and poll taxes, previous
years actually collected, 1,024 31
4. National Bank stock taxes, 39 00
Total of above collections, $53,333 17
For state
:
5. For highways and bridges
:
(a) For state aid construction, $3,332 72 $3,332 72
6. Interest and dividend tax, $2,076 23
7. Insurance tax, 7 50
8. Railroad tax, 324 33
9. Savings bank tax, 470 98
11. Fighting forest fires, 197 08




13. For support of poor, $97 32 $97 32
From local sources, except taxes
:
15. Dog licenses, $562 50
16. Business licenses and permits, 16 00
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18. Rent of town property, 232 00
19. Interest received on taxes, 44 45
25. Registration of motor vehicles,
1930 permits, 1,444 26
Registration of motor vehicles,
1931 permits, 1,192 95
$3,482 16
Total current revenue receipts, $63,376 69
Receipts other than current revenue
:
27. Temporary loans in anticipation of
taxes during year,
32. Refunds on cemetery appropriation.
For use of Telephone,
For sale town histories.
For care cemetery lot, Geo. Whitney,
For Rec'd. from Richard Dunn on acct.
Total receipts from all sources,

















1. Town officers' salaries,
2. Town officers expenses,
3. Election and registration expenses,
4. Whiteomb hall,









Protection of persons and property
:
6. Police department, including care of
tramps, $176 70
7. Fire department, including forest
fires, 2,507 34
8. Fire pump, W. S., 249 96
9. Bounties, 39 00




11. Health department, including hospitals. 78 00




14. State aid maintenance, $1,525 82
15. Trunk line maintenance, 2,169 17
16. Town maintenance, summer, 5,935 38
Winter, 829 94
17. Street lighting and sprinkling, 2,400 60
18. General expenses of highway depart-




19. Libraries, $350 00 $350 00
Charities
:
Haskell account, $14 80
20. Town poor, 1,284 30






22. Aid to G. A. R. Memorial Day
exercises, $125 00 $125 00
Recreation
:
24. Parks and playgrounds, including
band concerts, $335 04 $335 04
Public service enterprises:
25. Appropriation painting engine house, $160 00 $160 00
27. Cemeteries, including hearse hire, $328 73 $328 73
Unclassified
:
29. Taxes bought by town, $412 57 $412 57
Total current maintenance expenses, $23,625 16
Interest
:
32. Paid on temporary loans in anticipation
of taxes, $1,040 57
33. Paid on long term notes, 552 77
Total interest payments, $1,593 34
Outlay for new construction and
permanent improvements
:
Cemetery land, $200 00
36. Highways and bridges—state aid
construction,
38. Oiling town roads,
39. District nurse appropriation,
41. Water tubs,
43. New equipment, 3 scrapers,








44. Payments on temporary loans in
anticipation of taxes, $21,000 00
Total indebtedness payments, $21,000 00
Payments to other governmental divisions
:
50. Taxes paid to state, $4,149 60
51. Taxes paid to county, 3,160 35
53. Payments to school districts, 23,547 62
Total payments to other governmental divisions., $30,857 57
Grand total, $86,207 59
RECEIPTS
Local taxes, current year, $52,353 31
Local taxes, previous year, 1,024 31
Prom state
:
For highways, 3.332 72
For other purposes, 3,059 82
Prom county, 97 32
Dog licenses, 562 50
All other licenses and permits, 2,653 21
Refund from Memorial Day appropropriation, 18 40
Rent of town hall, 232 00
Use of telephone, 55
B. R. fires, 61 50
Richard Dunn account, 10 00
Temporary loans, 21,000 00
Sale of histories, 22 00
Care of cemetery lot, 100 00
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
DESCRIPTION
Town halls, land and buildings, $10,000 00
Furniture and equipment, 1,000 00
Libraries, land and buildings, 2,500 00
Furniture and equipment, 1,000 00
Fire department, lands and buildings, 1,500 00
Equipment, 4,500 00
Highway department, lands and buildings, 500 00
Equipment, 900 00
Parks, commons and playgrounds, 10,000 00




Town charges, $10,000 00
State aid maintenance, 2,170 00
Trunk line maintenance, 300 00
State aid construction, 2,797 50
District Nurse Association, 1,200 00
Memorial Day, 125 00
Old Home Day, 125 00
Electric lights, 2,700 00
Stratton Free library, 200 00
Swanzey Community House library, 150 00
Care of cemeteries, 500 00
Police department, 100 00
Fire department, 2,500 00
Town poor, 1,000 00
Parks and playgrounds, 250 00
New land for Oak Hill cemetery, 200 00
Oiling town roads, 3,000 00
Defray interest charges, 1,250 00
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New road graders,
Painting engine house at West Swanzey,
TOWN OFFICERS' SALARIES
A. F. Thompson, town auditor,
E. J. Hanna, supervisor,
C. L. Lane, selectman,
Herman H. Perry, selectman,
Edward J. Hanna, selectman,
Marion W. Taylor, collector, 1929 taxes,
Richard Frink, supervisor,
Leonard A. Newell, supervisor,
Edward LaBounty, supervisor.
Gladys G. Perry, collector. 1930 taxes,
Edward J. Hanna, selectman,
E. E. Bourne, sexton,
Walter F. Oakman, town treasurer,
Helen S. Puffer, town clerk,
Chester L. Lane, selectman,
Edward J. Hanna, selectman,
Herman H. Perry, selectman,
Total, $2,289 27
TOWN OFFICERS' EXPENSES
Edson C. Eastman Co., town supplies,
Marion W. Taylor, expense of tax sale,
Walter T. Nims, printing ballots,
A. F. Thompson, auditor, expenses,
Envelopes and postage for inventories,
Mrs. Herman Perry, copying inventory for report
and addressing envelopes,
Edson C. Eastman Co., town supplies,
Sentinel Printing Co., printing 800 reports.
Walter T. Nims, rubber stamp,































Treasurer's bond, 25 00
W. H. Spalter, tax collector's books, 8 40
Spalter's Book Store, supplies, 5 38
Edson C. Eastman Co., supplies, 16 93
0. Cornnell, showing property, 2 00
C. L. Lane, mileage, 8 20
Herman Perry, mileage, 76 60
Edward J. Hanna, mileage, 25 12
Mason Insurance Agency, tax collector's bond, 25 00
A. W. Rowell. assessors' dues, 2 00
Winfield Chaplin, work on records, 2 34
Sentinel Printing Co., 100 postals for dog tax, 2 12
Chase's Book Store, 4 check lists, 2 00
Edson C. Eastman Co., town supplies, 27 25
Edward LaBounty, check lists, 2 00
Mason Insurance Agency, insurance on store house, 15 00
Automotive Service Bureau, supplies, 4 71
Edward J. Hanna, mileage, 25 60
Foursquare Printing Co., supplies, 3 34
Walter P. Oakman, postage and supplies, 13 22
Mason Insurance Agency, tax robbery insurance, 27 50
Chester L. Lane, expenses, 7 35
Edward J. Hanna, expenses, • 8 16
Herman H. Perry, expenses and book work, 184 06
Orville E. Cain, legal services, 25 10
Total, $1,249 77
ELECTION EXPENSES
Edith M. Stone, ballot clerk, 3 days,
. $12 00
Wilber J. Twitchell, ballot clerk, 4 00
A. R. Downing, ballot clerk, 2 days, 8 00
W. L. Handy, ballot clerk, 3 days, 12 00
Kenneth Lane, ballot clerk, 4 00
Ernest Ridley, ballot clerk, 4 00
Ralph Blake, moderator, 4 00
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Miss T. G. Brownson, ballot clerk,
William Ide, ballot clerk,
Chester Seaver, ballot clerk,
Edwin A. Hill, ballot clerk, 2 days,
F. J. Twitchell, ballot clerk,
F. C. Richardson, ballot clerk,
Norris Emery, ballot clerk,
D. G. Grogan, ballot clerk and carrying ballots,
A. B. Read, ballot clerk,
A. W. Hopkins, moderator,
W. F. Oakman, moderator,
Total,
POLICE
R. H. Rollins, police duty,
Harry Worcester, police duty,
Harry Worcester, police duty at church,
Ray Rollins, police duty,
Harry Worcester, police duty,
R. H. Rollins, police duty,
Earl Smith, police duty,
C. H. Harvey, police duty,
Spencer Hardware Co.* handcuffs,




Public Service Co. of N. H., West Swanzey,
Public Service Co. of N. H., Westport,
Public Service Co. of N. H., Swanzey Center,
Public Service Co. of N. H., Swanzey Factory,

































Public Service Co., lights,
Edward Kerr, mowing common,
Morton Goodell, supplies and gas for park,
Nims Plumbing Co., supplies for park,
Pearson Bros., supplies for park,
Henry G. Neugebauer, light bulbs,
A. B. Palmer, insurance on pavilion,
Fred Nobel, supplies for park,
Zachary Pierson, work on common,
Joe Gomarlo, digging out stump,
George HHiggins, carting stump away,
N. F. Coggswell, mowing lawn,
George Higgins, carting gravel in park road,





D. Gregory Grogan, committee,
TOWN DEBT
Cheshire National Bank, notes,
Cummunity House note,
Stratton Library note,
Trust funds used by town,
Total,
CHAMPION ENGINE COMPANY









































Kenneth Ridley, rent of fire station,
Arthur H. Blanchard Co., coats,
Roll call,
Public Service Co., lights,




City of Keene, Barton fire,
Mason Insurance Agency, insurance on building,
Schyner and Sleeper fires,
City of Keene, Eugene Laurant fire
,
A. R. Downing, janitor and cleaning,
City of Keene, A. French fire,
Spencer Hardware Co., coal,
Roll call,
City of Keene, Hughes fire,
A. R. Downing, janitor,
Total,
WEST SWANZEY FIRE DEPARTME:
Public Service Co., lights,
James Byrne, chimney fires,
James Byrne, chimney fires,
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone,
James Byrne, Brown and Sheldon fires,
James Byrne, Clifford Willis fire,
Bay Nash, Jardine fire,
O. C. Nash, repairs,
Bay Nash, Marshall fire,
Bay Nash, annual drill and Sutton fire,


























Public Service Co., lights, 6 60
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone, 15 30
Boston Woven Hose Co., hose, 353 80
Arthur Blanchard Co., supplies, 14 13
Stratton fire, 4 50
Bert Emery, house fire, 3 00
Looking up lost Grover woman, 50 00
Boarding house fire, 4 00
Augustus C. Gillis, repairs, 109 76
Wright and Coburn fires, 8 00
Chichester and boarding house fires, 8 50
Testing steamer, 13 00
Roll call, 100 00
Fred Emerson and Heath fires, 9 50
N. E. Tel. Co., telephone, 2 95
Chichester house and Sarsfield fires, 22 50
O. C. Nash, supplies and labor, 113 35
Homestead Woolen Mills, heating steamer house, 300 00
Public Service Co., lights, 2 80
N. E. Tel. Co., telephone, 2 95
Total,
FOREST FIRES
A. M. Worcester, fire in west part,
A. M. Worcester, fire at West Swanzey,
City of Keene, grass and brush fire,
Mark Carlton, wardens meeting and grass fire,
Fire in northeast part of town,
City of Keene, brush and R. R. fire,
R. R. near Mrs. James'
Fire in north part,
Westport R. R. fire,
Forest fire at Westport,















FIRE PUMP WEST SWANZEY
Public Service Co. of N. H., $249 96
BOUNTIES
C. L. Lane, bounty on hedgehogs, $11 20
Herman Perry, bounty on hedgehogs, 14 40
Edward Hanna, bounty on hedgehogs, 13 40
Total, $39 00
DAMAGE BY DOGS
Joe Gargemalo, hens killed by dogs. $5 00
Joseph A. DuBois, hens killed by dogs, 63 70
W. L. Christopherson, ten pigs killed by dogs. 80 00
Total, $148 70
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
A. W. Hopkins, M. D., $18 00
A. W. Hopkins, M. D., 60 00
Total, $78 00
VITAL STATISTICS
A. W. Hopkins, certificates, 16 births and 16 deaths, $8 00
DISTRICT NURSE
Appropriation, $1,200 00
Mrs. Annie Frieze, treasurer, 1,200 00
PUBLIC WATER TUB
Mary J. Perry, $3 00
TOWN ROADS GENERAL EXPENSE
H. B. O'Niel, layout of street in West Swanzey, $20 00
J. M. Prentice, work on road, 20 40
C. . Lane, lumber for bridge, 67 98









C. L. Applin, patching town roads,
W. W. Wilber, painting school signs,
C. L. Applin, patching roads,
Bert Emery, repairs on sidewalks,
Carl Taylor repairs on railings,
C. L. Applin, patching town roads,
Pearson Bros., repairs for railings,
Total, $260 34
TOWN ROADS, WINTER
Carl Taylor, ploughing side walks,
H. P. Morris, shoveling snow,
J. B. Smith, snowing bridge and clearing streets,
F. G. Underwood, breaking roads,
C. L. Applin, removing snow,
Joe Guyette, removing snow,
C. L. Applin, removing snow,
A. M. Worcester, snowing bridge,
C. L. Applin, removing snow,
C. L. Applin, removing snow,
Joe Guyette, removing snow,
L. H. Roscoe, shoveling snow,
C. L. Applin, removing snow,
C. L. Lane, ploughing roads,
H. H. Perry, ploughing road,
F. G. Underwood, ploughing roads and sidewalks,
Total, $829 94
OILING TOWN ROADS
Chas. L. Applin, carting sand and labor, $269 09
Fred G. Huntley, oiling foreman, 235 08
Independent Coal Tar Co., oil, 1,988 03
Warren H. Fassett, tar for patching, 5 00
George Higgins, carting sand, 43 00


















A. L. Morse, sand,
Frank Underwood, carting sand,
Total,
ROAD GRADERS
Dyers Sales & Machinery Co., road graders,
PAINTING ENGINE HOUSE
Appropriation,
W. W. Wilber painting engine house,
HASKELL ACCOUNT
Mrs. Walter Hale, cleaning, $14 80
C. H. GOODELL, Road Agent
FEBRUARY AND MARCH
C. H. Goodell, labor at 50c per hour,
E. A. Nelson, labor, four men,
C. H. Goodell, man and team at $7.50 per day,
0. L. Lane, men and teams,
F. J. Twitchell, labor,
W. Ruffle, labor,
E. E. Hjale, labor,
Total,
APRIL AND MAY
C. H. Goodell, labor at 50c per hour,
C. H. Goodell, man and team at $7.50 per day.
Charles Allen, labor,
CD. Twitchell and team, labor,.
E.. Hale, labor,
94 loads gravel,
C. H. Goodell labor,


























C. B. Martin, dynamite, 6 00




C. H. Goodell, labor at 50c per hour,
C. H. Goodell, man and team at $7.50 per day,
61 loads gravel,




M. Goodell, man and truck,
C. H. Goodell, labor,









C. H. Goodell, labor at 50c per hour, $48 50
C. H. Goodell, man and team at $7.50 per hour, 80 83
Lee Taft, labor, 1 89
New England Culvert Co., culvert, 39 20
C. H. Goodell, labor, 65 00
C. H. Goodell, man and team, 109 99
Lee Taft, labor, 22 56


















Morton Goodell, man and track, 30 00
56 loads gravel, 11 20
Total, $457 79
OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER
C. H. Goodell, labor at 50c per hour,
O. H. Goodell, man and team at $7.50 per day,
J. Dunn, labor at $3.50 per day,
Lee Taft, labor at $3.50 per day,
L. L. Belding, labor,
Morton Goodell, man and truck,
159 loads gravel,
C. H. Goodell, labor,
C. H. Goodell, man and team,
Lee Taft, labor,
H. H. Perry, 2 men and team 10 hours.
22 loads gravel,
Goodell, 4 loads gravel,
















GEOIfcGE HIGGINS, Road Agent
MARCH AND APRIL
George Higgins, labor with truck at $11.00 per day, $178 73
Joe Patnode, labor at $4.00 per day, 58 99
George Higgins, tools, 9 81
F. O. Dodge, repairs on plough, 3 00
George Higgins and truck, 167 14
Joe Patnode, labor, qq 76
C. Smith, labor, 7 20
F. M. Higgins, labor, 5 60
W. H. Higgins, two horses 27 hours, 12 00
J. M. Prentice, 20 loads gravel, 5 00
81
Z. Pierson, 61 loads gravel,
E. Bourne, 44 loads gravel,
Total,
MAY AND JUNE
George Higgins, labor with truck at $11.00 per day,
Joe Patnode, labor at $4.00 per day,
W. H. Higgins, two horses 36 hours,
George Reed, labor,
George Higgins and truck,
Joe Patnode, labor,
W. Calkins, labor,
Cutting up trees after wind storm,
Total,
JULY AND AUGUST





John Prentice, 24 loads gravel,
George Higgins and truck,
Joe Patnode, labor,
John Prentice, cutting brush,
Frank Higgins, labor,




George Higgins and truck,
Joe Patnode, labor,
George Higgins, labor,





































John Prentice, 23 loads gravel,
E. Bourne, 10 loads gravel,
Two barrels tar for patch,
George Higgins, labor,
Joe Patnode, labor,




George Higgins and truck,
Joe Patnode, labor,
H. H. Perry, cutting brush and dragging road,
G. A. Kempton, labor on road,
Drain tile,









F. G. UNDERWOOD, Road Agent
MARCH AND APRIL
F. G. Underwood, labor at 50c per hour,
F. G. Underwood, team at $8.00 per day,
W. F. Melvin, labor at 40c per hour,
John Brooks, 70 loads gravel,
William Ward, 35 loads gravel,
Gus Wetmore, 12 loads gravel,
F. G. Underwood, labor,
F. G. Underwood, teams,
W. F. Melvin, labor,
Fred Hamblett, 65 loads gravel,















P. G. Underwood, labor,
F. G. Underwood, teams,
H. B. Lawrence, labor,
W. F. Melvin, labor,
Leander Page, gravel, 36 loads,
J. E. Underwood, 6 loads gravel,
New England Metal Culvert Co., culvert for east
side Wilson pond,
F. G. Underwood, labor,
F. G. Underwood, teams,
W. F. Melvin, labor,
Knowlton & Stone, spikes,
T. B. Holmes and truck.
C. L. Lane, lumber for bridge,
Total,
JULY AND AUGUST
F. G. Underwood, labor at 50c per hour,
F. G. Underwood, teams at $8.00 per day,
W. T. Melvin, labor at 40c per hour,
F. G. Underwood, labor,
F. G. Underwood, teams,
W. F. Melvin, labor,
H. L. Lawrence, labor,
Knowlton & Stone, shovels and picks,
Fred Hamblett, 76 loads gravel,
William Ward, 35 loads gravel,
John Brooks, gravel, 27 loads,
Total,
SEPTEMBER AND OCTOBER
F. G. Underwood, labor at 50c per hour,
F. G. Underwood, teams at $8.00 per day,












































H. L. Lawrence, labor at $3.50 per day,
J. E. Underwood, 87 loads gravel,
F. G. Underwood, labor,
F. G. Underwood, teams,
W. F. Melvin, labor,
H. L. Lawrence, labor,
J. E. Underwood, 25 loads gravel,
John Bushey, sharpening picks,
Berger Culvert Co., culvert,
NOVEMBER
F. G. Underwood, labor,
F. G. Underwood, teams,
W. F. Melvin, labor,




Golden Rule Farm Homes, board of Hall boy,
Rent for Bert Seaver family,
County of Cheshire, care of George Haskell.
Aid to Richard Dunn,
Aid to Arthur Cole,
Aid to Ernest Grover,
Aid to Frank Towle,
County of Cheshire, board and care of Welcome
children,
Jennie Powers aid to Hall children,
Elliot Community Hospital, care Grover boy,
















Transporting Mrs. Jones to Westmoreland,
Aid to Robert Kennedy,
Aid and taking Sweeney to Concord,
Elliot Community Hospital, care Owen McMakon,
Aid to Kendel,
Aid to R. AVilliams,
Aid to Frank Green,
Total,
TRAMPS
Charles Smith, aid to tramps,
Mrs. J. J. Lysette, aid to tramps,




Stratton Library note, interest,
Community House note,
Cheshire National Bank, interest on notes,


































Appropriation, Stratton Free Library, $200 00
Appropriation, Community House Library, 150 00
Taxes bid off by town, $412 57
STATE TAX
Charles T. Patten, state treasurer, $4,149 60
COUNTY TAX
W. L. Mason, treasurer, $3,160 35




From town, 125 00










































Zachery Pierson, work in West Swanzey cemetery,
Leon Ellor, work in Westport cemetery,
C. L. Lane, team mowing cemetery,
George Higgins, carting gravel in road,
Carl Taylor, work in West Swanzey cemetery,




Mrs. Ira Shaw, land,
WHITCOMB HALL
Public Service Co., lights,
F. B. Oakman, supplies,
Ibie A. B. Avery Co., supplies,
O. C. Nash, repairs on hall,
Milan Whittemore, janitor,
N. F. Cogswell, raking lawn,
Carroll Morse, cleaning around hall,






























Joseph Bedaw, sawing wood, 6 25
Milan Whittemore, janitor, 57 60
N. F. Cogswell, labor, 3 48
Ibie A. B. Avery Co., supplies, 2 16
Milan Whittemore, janitor, 33 60
Herbert Yardley, repairs on clock, 3 00
Public Service Co., lights, 20 00
Total, $271 21
TOWN HALL
Public Service Co., lights, $18 83
A. R. Downing, janitor, 90 74
H. H. Perry, wood, 22 00
Public Service Co., lights, 3 46
A. R. Downing, janitor, 16 50
Total, $151 53
AUDITOR'S REPORT ON TAXES
Alexander P. Thompson, Auditor
1930 taxes committed to Gladys G. Perry for collection
Resident assessment, $38,187 37
Non-resident assessment, 17,356 59
National Bank stock, 39 00
Resident additional taxes found, 103 25
Non-resident additional taxes found, 105 75
Resident interest collected, 39 64









Cash paid into town treasury, 52,353 31
$3,255 90
Uncollected taxes, 3,050 21
Cash in hands of collector, $205 69
RESIDENT UNCOLLECTED 1930 TAXES
Abare, Sylvanus, $2 00
Bardwell, Leon I., 93 50
Bardwell, Mrs. Leon L, 2 00
Bardwell, George S., 27 50
Bardwell, Mrs. George S., 2 00
Barrett, Harland, 2 00
Barrett, Mrs. Harland, 2 00
Bedaw, Wm. J., 2 00
Bedaw, Mrs. William J., 29 00
Belding, L. Lowell, 271 25
Bishop, Frank, 2 00
Bishop, Mrs. Prank, 2 00
Bolles, Henry R., 28 55
Bolles, Herman, 2 00
Bolles Bros., 25 00
Brewer, William, 2 00
Brewer, Mrs. William, 2 00
Chamberlain, Clifford, 2 00
Chamberlain, Mrs. Clifford, 2 00
Coburn, Mrs. Elmer, 2 00
Ellis, Mr. and Mrs. John H., 140 61
Faulkner Estate, Elizabeth, 58 00
Fiske, Mary, 2 00
Floria, Mrs. John, 2 00
Gardner, Clarence, 5 75
Gardner, Mrs. Clarence, 2 00
Gray, Christopher, 46 50
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Girard, Victor, 2 00
Girard, Mrs. Victor, 2 00
Hoke, Roger, 2 00
Hoke, Mrs. Roger, 2 00
Green, Frank, 2 00
Green, Mrs. Frank, 2 00
Grogan, D. Gregory, 37 25
Handy, Edgar W., 70 35
Hammond, Archie, 2 00
Haskell, George H., 5 25
Kenney, Mrs. Ira, Jr., 72 50
La Fountaine, Howard, 37 05
La Fountaine, Mrs. Howard, 2 00
Leonard, Henry, 21 00
Miller, Charles H., 2 00
Miller, Mrs, Charles H, 2 00
Morris, Bernice K., 34 55
Merritt, Arthur, 2 00
Nash, Cleveland R., 2 00
Oliver, Mrs. Gilbert, 2 00
Quigley, Robert, 2 00
Quigley, Mrs. Robert, 2 00
Rhodes, Mrs. Everett L., 2 00
Rixford, Mrs. Arthur, 17 85
Roalf, Myra, 15 00
Story Estate, Mrs. Fred S., 330 00
Story, Fred S., 170 00
Story, Mrs. Fred S., *2 00
Talbot, Grosvenor, 2 00
Talbot, Mrs. Grosvenor, 2 00
Thrasher, Phillip M., 1-1 00
Thrasher, Mrs. Phillip M., 2 00
Towle, Frank, 2 00
Towle, Mrs. Frank, 2 00
































Keene Building & Loan Association,
Robinson, Mrs. Clara,
Roberts, Mrs. A. L.,
Sherman, Mrs. Clara M.,
Wyman, Clarence M.,
Warren, C. A.,


























TAXES PAID SINCE BOOKS WERE AUDITED
Fiona, Mrs. John, $2 00
Fiske, Mary, 2 00
Green, Frank, 2 00
Green, Mrs. Frank, 2 00
Leonard, Henry, 21 89
Wilson, Prank, 2 00
Keene Building Loan Assn., 109 83
1930 TAX ABATEMENTS
Alexander, Samuel, gone, $2 00
Allen, Mrs. Leon, dead,
Ballou, George O., over 70,
Ballon, Frank J., paid elsewhere,
Barlow, Herman, poor,
Barlow, Mrs. Herman, not 21,
Blake, Ralph A., error in assessment,
Bradbury, Leon, gone,
Brenan, Albert, soldier,
Brennan, Mrs. Albert, lives in Claremont,
Byrne, Mrs. James, gone,
Calkins, Mrs. William, gone,
Calkins, Edward, error in assessment,
Chabot, Joseph, soldier,
Clay, Mrs. Edward, over taxed,
Coburn, Pearl, gone,
Coburn, Mrs. Pearl, gone,
Cole, Arthur, poor,
Cole, Mrs. Arthur, poor,
Conboy Estate, Susie, exemption,
Cornwell, Edward, taxed twice,
Durland, William O., gone,
Durland, Mrs. William O., gone,
Duquette, Mrs. Peter, gone, 2 00

























Garno, Mrs. Alfred, gone,
Gerald, Fred, gone,
Gerald, Mrs. Fred, gone,
Gilpin, W. H., paid in Keene,
Grover, Ben, poor,
Grover, Ernest, poor,
Grover, Mrs. Ernest, poor,





Loiselle, Mrs. Henry, gone,
Mclntyre. William, disabled,
Merrill, M. L.. soldier,
Moran, Daniel, not located,
Oliver, Charles, paid in Keene
Oliver, Mrs. Charles, paid in Keene,
Pellerin, Joseph 0., soldier,
Pierson, William, gone,
Pierson, Mrs. William, gone,
Porter, Mrs. Harry L., gone,
Quigley, Michael, no such person,
Ripley, Charles, over 70,
Bobbins, George, over 70,
Eolfe, Mrs. Edward, dead,
Kobb. Walter, gone. 2 00
Russell, Warren, gone, 2 00
Russell, Mrs. Warren, gone, 2 00
Smith, John, gone, 2 00
Smith, Mrs. John, gone, 2 00
Spoor, Mrs. Fred, gone, 2 00
Stevens, James F., not located, 2 00





























Thompson, Louis, no such person,
Trombley, Fred, gone,
Wood, Mrs. Raymond, gone,
Wood, Mabel L, paid in Keene,







Additional abatements allowed by Selectmen on 1929 tax
assessment, Marion W. Taylor. Collector.
Carter, George, error in assessment,
Carter, Mrs. George, error in assessment,
Domie, Stephen, error in assessment.
Delphi, Alfred, note located.
Downing, Doris and Ethel, selectmen's order,
Haskell, Andrew, disability,
Haskell, Herbert, disability.
La Selle, Mrs. Henry, poor,
Newcombe, George, gone,
Newstead, Mrs. George, gone,
Oliver, Gilbert, poor,
Oliver, Mrs. Gilbert, poor,
Pratt, Homer, not located,
Pratt, Mrs. Homer, not located,
Hideout, Victor, poor,
Bobbins, Herbert, not located.
Bobbins, Mrs. Herbert, not located,
Sasso, S., not located,
Seaver, Mrs. Lyford, W., not located,































































George & Clara Emery
Wm. & Susanna Read
Edward B. Holbrook
February 15, 1931
Balance Interest Paid Balance
1930 Out 1931
$103.14 $4.00 $5.00 $102.14
50.50 2.00 2.50 50.00
106.95 4.00 2.85 108.10
210.98 8.00 6.50 212.48
111.96 4.00 2.85 113.11
143.97 5.00 2.85 146.12
224.00 8.00 2.50 229.50
105.95 4.00 2.85 107.10
237.73 8.00 2.85 242.88
109.65 4.00 2.85 110.80
318.41 12.00 11.00 319.41
103.25 4.00 6.00 101.25
100.65 4.00 2.85 101.80
108.35 4.00 2.85 109.50
101.75 4.00 3.50 102.25
77.90 3.00 2.85 78.05
104.83 4.00 2.85 105.98
106.63 4.00 2.85 107.78
101.50 4.00 3.75 101.75
105.65 4.00 2.85 106.80
200.00 8.00 8.00 200.00
100.00 4.00 4.00 100.00
110.70 4.00 2.85 111.85
113.94 4.00 3.25 114.69
104.40 4.00 3.75 104.65
105.50 4.00 2.50 107.00
156.59 6.00 3.85 158.74
102.65 4.00 4.00 102.65
313.97 12.00 5.00 320.97
116.96 4.00 2.85 118.11
101.60 4.00 4.00 101.60
108.35 4.00 2.85 109.50
175.71 6.00 2.85 178.86
214.86 8.00 8.00 214.86
104.25 4.00 5.50 102.75
50.73 2.00 2.00 50.73
107.71 4.00 3.00 108.71
103.50 4.00 4.00 103.50
186.35 7.20 6.00 187.55
108.23 4.00 2.85 109.38
103.75 4.00 5.50 102.25
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Chas. H. Holbrook 110.40 4.00 2.85 111.55
J. G. Huntley 75.25 3.00 3.00 75.25
Earl L. Leach 105.78 4.00 3.25 106.53
Helen Doolittle 104.06 4.00 3.00 105.06
George O. Capron 106.00 4.00 4.00 106.00
Harriet Lawrence 238.19 8.00 7.00 239.19
Emma Hammond 53.00 2.00 1.75 53.25
Julius Wilson 209.90 8.00 6.00 211.90
Jeremiah Hale 105.15 4.00 2.85 106.30
Clark B. Holbrook, 1st, 170.51 6.00 2.85 173.66
Edwin C. Curtis 107.62 4.00 2.85 108.77
Daniel McCormick 52.00 2.00 2.00 52.00
Charles Sparhawk 105.04 4.00 3.50 105.54
Charles W. Graves 221.11 8.00 2.85 226.26
Chiron Holbrook 105.35 4.00 2.85 106.50
Susan A. Black 104.65 4.00 2.85 105.80
Luther S. Lane 105.48 4.00 2.85 106.63
A. A. Ware 319.30 12.00 7.50 323.80
J. O. Howard 105.00 4.00 3.50 105.50
J. Madden 101.00 4.00 4.50 100.50
Florence S. Martin 101.90 4.00 4.50 101.40
Isaac Stratton 103.40 4.00 4.25 103.15
John Stratton 100.34 4.00 3.50 100.84
Herschel J. Fowler 103.50 4.00 4.50 103.00
Albert R. Ballou and
Benj Mason 155.12 6.00 2.50 158.62
Fred C. Emerson and
E. S. Ruffle 150.00 6.40 156.40
George B. Whitney 100.00 3.67 103.67
Nettie M. Stone (pavillion) A 995.63 8.50 86.22 917.91
F. L. Snow (school fund) B 5,000.00 200.00 200.00 5,000.00
F. L. Snow (sidewalk fund) C 432.74 3,401.82 3,719.30 115.26
Lucy J. W. Carpenter D 21,693.48 1,611.02 1,187.60 22,116.90
i$36,964.40 $5,553.61 $5,445.72 $37,072.29
A—$200 Liberty Bonds; $700 Savings Bank.
B—$5,000 Swanzey School District Note.
C—100 shares Union Pacific R. R.; 100 shares B. & O. R. R.; 50
shares Amer. Tel. & Tel.; 50 shares So. Pacific R. R.; $2,642.34, Savings
Bank.
D—$9,693.48 Savings Bank; $10,000.00 Bank Note; $2,000 Liberty




Cash remaining in Cheshire National Bank, per
last report, $6 26
Edna C. Whitcomb, fines and cards collected at library, 6 00
Walter F. Oakman, town treasurer, interest on
note of $1800.00 for one year, 108 00
Walter F. Oakman, town treasurer, appropriation
for 1930, 200 00










Public Service Co. of New Hampshire, light,
Walter T. Nims, book slips and postage,
The H. R. Huntting Co., Inc., books,
David Farquhar, rebinding books,
Transferred to recatalogue fund,
O. C. Nash, making book case,
Medora L. Rixford, librarian,
A. M. Worcester, 3 cords stove wood,
Filing Equipment Bureau, 15000,
Remington Rand Business Service, Inc.,
1 oak cabinet,
Mrs. J. O. Howard, board for state librarian,















Gaylord Bros., Inc., supplies for library,
Annie H. Frieze, work in library,
Medora L. Rixford, work in library,
G. H. Tilden & Co., rental typewriter,
Edith Atherton, work in library,
Curtis Publishing Co., Saturday Evening Post,
National Geographic Society, magazine,
Moore Cottrell Subscription Agencies, magazines,
William I. Ide, janitor,
William I. Ide, putting in wood,
Balance remaining in Cheshire National Bank,
FRANK S. FAULKNER,
Treasurer.
Number of books loaned during the year, 5,075






















I have examined the accounts of the Selectmen, Town
Treasurer, Tax Collector, Town Clerk and Library Treasurer,
Trustees of Trust Funds and find them well kept and vouched.
ALEXANDER F. THOMPSON,
Auditor.
Town of Swanzey, N. H.
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Public Service Co. of N. H., lights,
Spalter's Book Store, books,
Milton Bradley Co., book-cases,
Cheshire Coal Co., coal,




















REPORT OF CARPENTER HOME TRUSTEES
March 11. 1930 to Feb. 1. 1931
The trustees of the Carpenter Home submit the following
report
:
As this is a new venture we have had to formulate our own
rules and regulations. Our first duty seemed to be to clean
up the premises, inside and out and to make a few necessary
repairs.
We have had the house thoroughly cleaned, several rooms
papered, painted and whitewashed. The lawn and immediate
surroundings have been put in order, the cellars, sheds, etc.,
were full of trash, such as bottles, papers, broken dishes, etc..
and these have been disposed of.
We have had the Carpenter cemeterj' lot properly cared
for.
We at once began to seek a caretaker and succeeded in per-
suading Mr. and Mrs. Edward L. Pratt of Keene, N. H.. to take
charge and they seem entirely satisfactory.
Following is the financial report
:
Orders drawn and sent to the Swanzey Trust Fund Committee
for payment.
1. May 24, 1930 G. H. Aldrieh & Sons, for insurance, $51 01
2. June 18, 1930 Town of Westmoreland, for
taxes 1930, 28 00
3. July 19, 1930 Carpenter Trust Fund, 100 00
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4. July 25, 1930 W. G. Goodell. Treas., 500 00





Aug. 6. 1930. Received from H. W. Brown, Ch.. $500 00
Jan. 7, 1931. Received from H. W. Brown, Ch.. 150 00
Total, $650 00
DISBURSEMENTS
Mary Pratt, labor, $25 58
Ralph Pratt, labor. 10 00
Edward Pratt, labor. 34 40
W. M. Chaplin, copy of deed, 1 25
H. W. Goodell, labor, 11 15
Spencer Hardware, supplies, 11 00
Mary Pratt, labor. 13 57
Edward Pratt, labor, 15 50
Chamberlain Co., shades, 8 78
Edward Pratt, labor, 26 24
Mary Pratt, labor. 12 43
Knowlton & Stone, supplies, 29 95
Herman C. Rice, wallpaper, 11 83
Edward Pratt, labor, 14 30
Mary Pratt, labor, 4 20
Herman C. Rice, wallpaper, 2 27
Chamberlain Co.. shades, 1 80
A. R. Downing labor, 2 70
Public Service Co. of N. H., wiring, 225 00
Public Service Co. of N. H., 1 00
Public Service Co of N. H., 1 00
























Jan. 28. W. G. Goodell,
Cash on hand,









Having examined the accounts of the Carpenter Home
Committee, I find but one mistake of $1.00 which will be taken




REPORT OF SWANZEY DISTRICT NURSE
ASSOCIATION
Feb. 1, 1930 to Feb. 1, 1931
MONEY RECEIVED
Cash on hand Feb. 1, 1930, $1,080 99
Received from town appropriation, 1,200 00
Received from local subscription, 76 25
Received from school district of Swanzey, 150 00
Received from John Hancock Insurance Co.,
nursing services, 75 38
Received from Metropolitan Insurance Co.,
nursing services, 190 13
Received from nurses visits to private patients, 152 05
Received from Miss Bogue, private use of car, 30 00
Received from Quigley-Tarbox, allowance on old car, 250 00
Correcting error on check, 06
Total receipts, $3,204 86
Less total expenses, 2,736 97




Mrs. Wright, 1 mo. 14 days, $181 00
Miss Bogue, 1,319 00
$1,500 00
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Substitute nurse, two weeks,
Garage rent, 12 months,
Drug store, supplies,
F. B. Oakman. supplies.
Telephone, including toll calls. 12 months,
Postage,
Gas. oil, repair work, labor, etc., on car.
Xew car,
Insurance on car.
Difference on tax, new car,
Plates for new car.
Heater and installing, new car,
State tax, new car,
Town tax.










7 patients taken to Keene for examinations.
4 adults taken to Keene for extraction of teeth.
Pre-School Age Clinic, West Swanzey and
Swanzey Center:






















1927 1928 1929 1930 " 1931
§1,890,802.00 $1,867,529.00 Sl,860,013.00 $1,896,176.00 Sl,783,732.0O
3.10 3.45 3.30 3.50 3.00
96,605.78 95,796.76 105,160.32 130,626.43
Town ouicers 3,059.62 3,663.66 3,771.34 2,267.10 2,289.27
Election Expenses 295.50 139.30 108.00
Automobile Permits 3,139.35 3,052.40 4,787.03
Police 125.50 99.50 136.20 161.95 128.10
Health Department 890.50 211.47 268.00 128.50 78.00
Vital Statistics 43.75 10.00 14.50 8.25 8.00
Support County Poor 536.41 272.76 175.08 186.85
Support of Town Poor 2.860.76 1,065.32 973.50 1,217.97 1,324.84
Support of Schools 21,748.97 20,173.37 19,515.07 24,685.13 23,547.62
Town Construction: 5,167.90
Highway and Bridges 500.00 1.984.27 6,818.09 6,182.61 6,826.32
General Expense Highway 1,382.82 1.825.84 1,406.39 537.01 222.34
Public Water 9.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 3.00
Lighting Streets 2,380.56 2,395.59 2.400.60 2,400.60 2,400.60
Expense Fire Department 8,962.30 3.166.85 2.836.32 1,462.62 2,021.53
Forest Fires 371.39 1,081.08 135.00 49.20 485.81
Care of Cemeteries 343.02 456.90 338.35 380.23 328.73
Decoration Fund 125.00 125.00 125.00 125.00 125.00
Old Home Week 75.00 125.00 125.00 125.00 125.00
Stratton Library 150.00 150.00 150.00 150.00 200.00
East Swanzey Library 150.00 150.00 150.00 150.00 150.00
Park and Playground 128.22 100.45 166.00 162.47 335.04
Repairs Trunk line 3,745.78 3,260.60 3.429.42 4,096.44 2,146.17
Repair. State Aid
Maintenance 1,943.02 2,012.21 2,665.26 2,652.74 1,525.82
Bounties 12.00 21.00 47.40 45.20 39.00
Pine Blister Rust 400.00
Abatements, Discounts 21.00 8.45 81.86 347.42
State Aid Construction 4,550.29 4,727.87 5,9S2.45 2,996.48 4,572.08
Damage by Dogs 13.52 21.00 10.50 90.50 148.70
Tool House, West Swanzey 15.00 15.00 15.00
New Town Hall 207.20 306.40 109.15 336.28 151.53
Whitcomb Hall 422.79 300.81 889.54 922.71 271.21
Pavilion 90.00 263.20 178.12 162.87
Notes and Interest Paid 28,442.64 31,143.09 29,507.40 37,909.33 22.593.34
State Tax 4,200.00 4,469.70 4,469.70 4,149.60 4,149.60
County Tax 2,651.16 2,663.08 2,867.93 4,281.42 3,160.35
Total Disbursements 96,537.33 8,383.42 4,458.48
Town Department 41,215.96 8,358.42 4,458.48
Trust Funds 8,705.00 9.205.00 9,505.00 10,005.00 8,305.00
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TOWN OF SWANZEY
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Swanzey in the County
of Cheshire in said state, qualified to vote in town affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town House in said
Swanzey on Tuesday, the 10th day of March next, at nine
o'clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary officers for the following year;
to elect one selectman for the term of three years.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to
defray town charges for the ensuing year, and make appropri-
ation for the same.
3. To see if the town will vote to raise $3,000, the state
to give $9,000 for state aid maintenance.
4. To see if the town will vote to raise $2,100 the state to
give $6,300 for trunk line maintenance.
5. To see if the town will vote to raise $2,680.50, the state
to give $2,680 for state aid construction.
6. To see if the town will vote to raise the sum of $1,500
for the District Nurse Association, or take any action thereon.
7. To see if the town will vote to raise the sum of $125 for
Memorial Day.
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8. To see if the town will vote to raise the sum of $125
for Old Home Day.
9. To see if the town will vote to raise the sum of $2,700
for electric lights.
10. To see if the town will vote to raise the sum of $200
for the Stratton Free Library.
11. To see if the town will vote to raise the sum of $150
for the Swanzey Community House Library.
12. To see if the town will vote to raise the sum of $500
for the upkeep of the cemeteries.
13. To see if the town will vote to raise the sum of $100
for the maintenance of the police department.
14. To see if the town will vote to raise the sum of $2,500
for the maintenance of the fire department.
15. To see if the town will vote to raise the sum of $1,000
for town poor.
16. To see if the town will vote to raise the sum of $250
for parks and playgrounds.
17. To see if the town will vote to accept from the East
Swanzey Fire Company the Chevrolet truck which the Com-
pany bought and has fitted up to carry hose, forest fire tools,
and men, said truck to remain part of the East Swanzey Fire
Company equipment, or take any action thereon.
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18. To see if the town will vote to pay the first drivers of
each fire department the sum of fifty cents per week to look
after the motor trucks and keep them in readiness, and raise
money for same.
19. To see if the town will vote to insure all the town
firemen in the New Hampshire State Firemen's Association
and raise the sum of fifty cents per year for each man to pay
the premium, or take any action thereon.
20. To see if the town will vote to raise $1,800 to defray
interest charges during the ensuing year.
21. To see how much the town will vote to pay on the
town debt.
22. To see if the town will raise and appropriate the sum
of $200 for white Pine Blister Rust control, to be spent in co-
operation with the State Foresty Department.
23. To see if the town will vote to accept the sum of $100
for the perpetual care of the Arthur A. Woodward cemeterj'
lot.
24. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate


















JULY 1, 1929—JUNE 30, 1930
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the school district in the town of
Swanzey qualified to vote in district affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the town hall in said
district on the tenth day of March. 1931, at one o'clock in the
afternoon to act upon the following subjects :
1. To choose a moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a member of the school board for the ensu-
ing three years.
4. To choose a treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees,
or officers chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto.
6. To choose agents, auditors, committees in relation to
any subject embraced in this warrant.
7. To see if the district will vote to make any alterations
in the report of the school board recommending the amount of
money required for the support of schools and payment of
statutory obligations.




MRS. EDITH M. STONE,
School Board.








School District of Swanzey
School board's statement of amounts required to support
public schools and meet other statutory obligations of the dis-
trict for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1931.
DETAIL STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES
Support of schools : High Elementary Total
Teachers ' salaries, $12,000 00 $12,000 00
Text books, 500 00 500 00
Scholars' supplies, 600 00 600 00
Flags and appurtenances, 15 00 15 00
Other expenses of instruction, 25 00 25 00
Janitor service, 1,300 00 1,300 00
Fuel, 1,100 00 1,100 00
Water, light and janitors' supplies, 275 00 275 00
Minor repairs and expenses, 750 00 750 00
Health .supervision (medical insp.), 300 00 300 00
Transportation of pupils, 3,000 00 3,000 00
Payments of tuitions, $6,000 00 6,000 00
Other special activities, 25 00 25 00
$6,000 00 $19,890 00 $24,980 00
Other statutory requirements
:
Salaries of district officers, (fixed by district), $260 00
Truant officer and school census (fixed by district), 40 00
Superintendent's excess salary, (fixed by supervisory
union), 550 00
Per capita tax (reported by state treasurer), 848 00
112
Interest on district debt, 200 00
Other necessary expenses of administration, 250 00
$28,038 00
Estimated income of district
:
State aid (equalization fund), $6,000 00
Dox tax (estimated), 450 00
$6,450 00





New Equipment, 100 00






OFFICERS AND TEACHERS OF SWANZEY
SCHOOL DISTRICT
A. W. HOPKINS, Moderator
MRS. HELEN S. PUFFER, Clerk
W. F. OAKMAN, Treasurer
MR. A. F. THOMPSON, Auditor
SCHOOL BOARD
DR. A. W. HOPKINS, Chairman Term expires 1931
MR. E. S. SMALL Term expires 1932
MRS. EDITH M. STONE Term expires 1933
(Regular meetings of the school board are held the second






Cora I. McKellips, Grades 7-8, Prin Durham and Plym-
outh S. S.
Blanche Buchanan, Grades 5-6 Summer School,
1920-22
Marjorie Frink, Grades 3-4 Keene Normal
School, 1915




Carlene A. Day, Grades 5-8, Prin.
Alice MacFarlane, Grades 1-4
Swanzey Factory:
Mrs. Bertha Grades 1-4, Prin.
Jennison,
Mrs. Dorothy Drew, Grades 5-8
East Swanzey:
Luella E. Buffum, Grades 5-8, Prin.
Dorothea Whitney, Grades 1-4
Westport
:
Margaret Freeman, Grades 1-6,
Number 9:

















FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE SWANZEY SCHOOL
DISTRICT
For the Fiscal Year July 1, 1929 to June 30, 1930
REVENUE
State and federal aid
:
Received from state (equalization fund). $6,000 00
From local taxation
:
For support of elementary schools, $13,190 00
Hig-h school tuitions, 5,000 00
Salaries of district officers, census and
superintendent, 800 00
Payment of interest on debt, 200 00
Payment of per capita tax, 810 00
Special appropriations, 875 00
Cement floor, Art. 9, 200 00
$21,075 00
From sources other than taxation:
Dog licenses, $490 90
Local trust funds, 200 00
Sale of property, 3 00
R. R. and S. B. tax, 781 72
$1,475 62
Total receipts from all sources, $28,550 62
Cash on hand July 1, 1929, 496 55
Grand total, $29,047 17
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EXPENSE AND OUTLAY
Salaries of district officers
:
W. F. Oakman, $40 00
Marion W. Taylor, 50 00
Edgar S. Small, 50 00
Helen S. Puffer, 2 00
A. P. Thompson, 10 00
A. W. Hopkins, M. D., 77 00
$229 00
Superintendent's salary:
R. E. Hammond, treas., $500 00
Truant officer and school census:
Sadie Carlton, $15 00
Faith Hopkins, 15 00
$30 00
Expenses of administration:
E. C. Eastman Company, $15 18
P. E. Hammond, treas., 150 00
W. H. Douglass, 26 25
Hartford Stamp Works, 5 18
A. W. Hopkins, M. D., 2 00
Helen Puffer, 2 50
W. F. Oakman 9 66
Mason Insurance Agency, 25 00
Principals' and teachers' salaries:
Marion Molloy, $900 00
Marjorie Frink, 827 04
Beatrice Seager, 72 96
Blanche Buchanan, 950 00
Cora I. McKellips, 1,000 00
$235 77
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Carlene A. Day, 950 00
Alice MacFarlane, 850 00
Mabel Wheeler, 1,000 00
Luella Buffum, 850 00
Bertha Jennison, 865 95
Dorothy Drew, 900 00
Margaret Freeman, 900 00
Essie Twichell, 900 00
Marion Foley, 17 00
Marion Taylor, 45 00
W. H. Douglass, 1 80
M. H. Carlton, 100 00




Hall and McCreary, $9 00
American Book Company, 2 08
John C. Winston Company, 32 20
Silver Burdett & Company, 6 66
Macmillan Company, 31 40
D. C. Heath Company, 6 58
World Book Company, 130 31
E. E. Babb & Company, Inc., 38 13
Ginn & Company, 99 28
Arlo Publishing Company, 12 21
Milton Bradley Company, 7 65
$375 50
Scholars' supplies:
Beckely-Cardy Company, $17 10
Ryan & Buker, Inc., 7 14
Harry Houston, 5 47
Milton Bradley Company, 58 93
J. L. Bammett Company, 10 30
118
E. E. Babb & Company, Inc., 428 93
Iroquois Publishing Company, 5 29
World Book Company, 1 64
American Education Press, 6 60
News Outline, 6 00
Other expenses of instruction:
Harter School Supply Company. $3 90
Foursquare Printing Company, 5 75
Draper Maynard Company, 3 63
Janitor's salaries:
W. F. Oakman, $585 00
H. B. Lawrence, 185 00
A. R. Downing, 185 00
Mrs. 0. M. Lane, 185 00
Essie Twitchell, 55 50
Mabel Phillips, 78 00
Fuel:
W. Hale, $35 75
Nelson Manufacturing Company, 42 00
New England Wooden Ware Company, 5 00
J. M. Prentice, 77 00
G. M. Stratton. 36 00
Howard LaFontaine, 5 25
0. H. Harvey, 42 00
C. L. Lane, 10 00






Water, light arid janitor supplies
Public Service Company,
Kenney Bro's. & Wolkins,
J. L. Hammett,































































Isabel Prentice, 24 00
G. W. Willis, 2 34
E. E. Babb & Company, Inc., 57 03
Augustus Hardwick, 37 95




A. W. Hopkins, M. D., $150 00
Swanzey District Nurse Asso., 150 00
Transportation
:
J. M. Prentice, $915 00
Mrs. W. T. Whitcomb, 341 00
Mrs. Herman Lewis, 314 00
M. B. Wheeler, 1.480 00
Mrs. H. Perry, 40 00
High school tuitions
:



























































53 pupils, 3 terms at $87.59, $4,642 27
Pauline Perry, 2 terms, 14 weeks,
Morris Forsyth, 1 term, 2 weeks,
Clara Cole
Ruth Carr
4 pupils, 1 term at $34.58,
Morris Lysitt, 5 weeks,
Rose Columbus, 4 weeks,
Isabelle Clark
Raymond Bardwell
2 pupils, 3 weeks,















Josephine Harris Leonard Ruffle
Madge Pickett Madeline Willis
K. Stanton Read Russell Willis
6 pupils at $75.00, $450 00
City of Nashua, School District:
Dika Nilkaforakis,
$106 98
Lands and new buildings :
F. S. Faulkner, $250 00
0. C. Nash, 10 80
W. Chaplin, 1 37
George Higgins, 3 95
D. M. Cleveland, 6 00
L. E. Bourne, 3 00
W. F. Oakman, 2 40
Spencer Hardware Company, 443 90
D. R. Chaplin, 13 80
Homestead Woolen Mills, Inc. 1 20
E. C. Stone, 166 23
•
Alterations of old buildings:
Margaret Freeman, $466 08
R. R. Ramsdell, 54 83
O. C. Nash, 17 00
New equipment:
W. F. Oakman, $59 50






Payment of interest on debt
:
Trustees of trust funds, $200 00
Cement floor at Swanzey Center school
:





















This is to certify that I have examined the books and other
financial records of the school board of Swanzey, of which this
is a true summary for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1930, and





REPORT OF THE SCHOOL TREASURER
For the Fiscal Year July 1, 1929 to June 30, 1930
Cash on hand June 30, 1929, $496 55
Received from selectmen
:
Appropriations for the current year, $21,075 00
Dog tax, 490 90
Income from trust funds, 200 00
Received from state treasurer:
Equalization fund, 6,000 00
Received from all other sources, 784 72
$28,550 62









This is to certify that I have examined the books, vouchers,
bank statements and other financial records of the school dis-
trict of Swanzey, of which the above is a true summary for







July 1, 1930 to January 31, 1931
RECEIPTS
Miscellaneous, $10 82
From town appropriations, $15,900 00
From state, equalization fund, 6,000 00
$21,910 82
Overdraft, 10 50
Total receipts to February 1st., $21,900 32
PAYMENTS
Superintendent's salary, $550 00
Truant officers and school census, 30 00
Expenses of administration, 116 62
Principals' and teachers ' salaries, 5,832 58
Text books, 339 74
Flags and appurtenances, 8 75
Other expenses of instruction, 13 06
Janitor service, 636 50
Fuel, 177 55
Water, light and janitor supplies, 113 30
Minor repairs and expenses, 779 60
Medical inspection, 150 00
Transportation of pupils, 1,615 00
High school tuition, 4,304 18
Per capita tax, 858 00
Lands and new buildings, 278 50
Alterations of old buildings, 641 00
New equipment, 41 25
$16,485 63
Cash balance, February 1, 1931, $5,414 69
126
Balance due on appropriations, $4,873 00
Balance due on fences,
(Art. 8 and 9, 1930 Town Report), 700 00
5,573 00
Available assets, $10,987 69
To which will be added the proceeds of the dog tax and
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Cardiac Disease 2 2 4
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Defective tonsils 15 11 10 3 8 4 10 6 8 9 3 6 93
Adenoids 15 10 10 3 8 4 10 6 8 9 3 6 92
Enlarged glands 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 11
Anaemia 1 1
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Hichard Faulkner, Grade I
Annie Martin, Grade I
Walter Calkins, Grade II
Christine Calkins, Grade III
Caroline Barlow, Grade IV
Donald Farnum, Grade IV
Sophie Gomarlo, Grade V
Edward Kerr, Grade V
Alice LaPlante, Grade V
Cecil Nash, Grade V
William Oakman, Grade V
Edward Smith, Grade V
Ruth Wheeler, Grade V
Chester Kenney, Grade VI
Eldridge Nash, Grade VI
Evelyn Chamberlain, Gr. Vil
Mary A. Hanrahan, Grade Vll
Julia L. Hinds, Grade Vll
EAST SWANZEY
Wilhelmina Lane, Grade III Elsie Lounder, Grade VII
Harold Lounder, Grade VI Harriette Taft, Grade VIII
SWANZEY CENTER
David Wetmore, Grade I Willard Adams, Grade VI
Dorothy Kingsbury, Grade III Cynthia Schnyer, Grade VI
Earl Kingsbury, Grade IV Edward F. Johnson, Gr. Vll
Marion E. PhilBps, Grade III Beatrice Blair, Grade VIII
James Maegregor, Grade V Leslie Kingsbury, Grade VIII
Gwendolyn Wheeler, Grade V Richard Stone, Grade VIII
SWANZEY FACTORY
Malcolm Gaouette, Grade II Ellsworth Wilber, Grade V
Marjorie Chickering, Grade IVEleanor Ellery, Grade VII
Myron Higgins, Grade V
WESTPORT
Gale P. Young, Grade V
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SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT
To the School Board and Citizens of Swanzey
:
I have the honor to submit, herewith, my sixth annual
report.
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS : In pursuance of the pol-
icy of improving the physical plant, the School Board, during
the year, carried out the following- projects, in addition to the
usual general repairs.
WESTPORT SCHOOL—Underpinning and sills were re-
paired.
CUTLER SCHOOL—New wire fence set on all sides ex-
cept the front and one new ceiling was put up.
FACTORY SCHOOL—Front steps were repaired and new,
modern seats were installed in the grammar room. Plans are
under way to enlarge the playground.
CENTER SCHOOL—A new well was dug ; new seats were
installed in the primary room and both rooms were equipped
with new shades.
EAST SWANZEY—A new steel ceiling was put up in
the grammar room and the well was cleaned out and protected
from surface drainage.
NUMBER NINE—The shed and the roof were repaired.
In keeping with this policy on the part of the Board. I
would suggest that we next concentrate our attention on the
toilet facilities at the various schools. None of them meet the
modern standards of sanitation. The arrangements at East
Swanzey should be standardized first of all. Next in order
should come the Cutler School.
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TEACHERS AND PUPILS-^Only one change is to be
noted in the teaching staff. Miss Mabel Wheeler, who for three
years, taught most efficiently the primary school at East Swan-
zey, resigned to accept a more lucrative position in Lexington,
Massachusetts. To fill the vacancy, the Board appointed Miss
Dorothea Whitney of Newbury, Vermont, a graduate of Plym-
outh Normal School.
It was impossible for us to arrange with the Keene Normal
School for Art instruction and so Swanzey is co-operating with
Hinsdale and Winchester in employing a regular Art teacher.
Miss Ruth Martin of Manchester, New Hampshire, a graduate
of Keene Normal School, has been engaged for this work.
I feel that the work done by the teachers and pupils of the
Swanzey Schools is of a high order. One evidence of this is
shown by the increase in the number of high school students
for whom the District pays tuition. The high point for the year
is seventy-three. This increase is due in part to a larger per-
centage entering high school and in part to the fact that more
are staying through to graduation. This situation has forced
the School Board to increase its budget by at least $1,000 for
the next year and may require an emergency appropriation to
balance this year's budget.
The Swanzey schools are improving all along the line
every year. This is possible simply because of the harmony
existing between the Board and the Superintendent, the co-op-
eration of the teachers and the pupils, and the loyal, as well as
liberal, support of the work of the schools by the Citizens of










In compliance with an act of the legislature, passed June
session, 1887, amended by the legislature of 1889, requiring
"clerks of towns and cities to furnish a transcript of the record
of births, marriages and deaths to the municipal officers for
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List of Those Dying Elsewhere Whose Remains
Were Brought Here for Burial
Date oi
Place of Death





Jan. 10 W. Springfield, Mass. Rose Walters 77 8 28
Mar. 17 Keene Sarah F. Hinds 87 1
" 24 Concord Mattie Nickerson 56 6 26
« 28 Manchester Jennie M. Davidson 73 3 21
" 28 Keene David E. Ellis 70 5
" 31 Concord Edward H. Snow 72 7 4
Apr. 26 Lyons, N. Y. Emma J. Cumraing-s 76 28
May 18 Keene Susan G. Lane 81 2 16
" 22 E. Alstead Willard R. Hale 79 6 27
June 26 E. Deerfield, Mass. Harold N. Talbot 12
" 28 Keene Addie J. Eaton 74 5
July 8 Keene Audrey Thompson
Aug. 6 Winchendon, Mass. Donald A. Wood 1 2
u 9 Dover Winifred S. Crouch 59 3 24
Oct. 6 Keene Andrew J. Haskell 79 6 25
" 10 Keene Nathan H. Goldsmith 67 2 20
" 26 Keene Annie M. Gerard 40
Dea 10 Worcester, Mass. William 0. Richardson 74 9 26
« 17 Keene Candance O. Cumming-s 83 10 16
" 17 Fitchburgr, Mass. Henry D. Palmer 74 4 9
" 30 Keene Clara Calkins 60 2 19
I hereby certify that the foregoing transcript of births,
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The most important duty of this generation is to be parents
to the next generation and to equip this next generation for its
responsibilities to carry on the program of civilization, and, if
possible, improve this program. The two most important agents in
discharging this great duty are the parents and teachers. Parents
are not alone the parents of the next generation, but to a great
degree they are also the teachers. Teachers are not alone the
teachers of the next generation, but for the hours of the school the
teachers are in place of the parents. The service of the parent and
the teacher is inseparably joined. The life of the child should be
continuous without shifts of personality from home to school. The
home and the school are learning to adjust themselves to each other,
so that while the child spends a part of the day in school and a
part of the day in the home he meets no conflicts in establishing
right habits, attitudes of mind, and ideals. It is of tremendous
importance that the home and the school agree upon what are
right habits, right knowledge, right attitudes of mind, and right
ideals.
JOSEPH MARE GWINN,
Superintendent of Schools,
San Francisco, California.
